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En resolucion, el se enfrasco tanto en su lectura, que se le 
pasaban las noches leyendo de claro en claro, y los dias de 
turbio en turbio; y asi, del poco dormir y del mucho leer se 
le seco el celebro1 de manera, que vino a perder el juicio.
M i g u e l  d e  C e r v a n t e s  S a a v e d r a : 
El Ingenioso Hidalgo don Quijote de la Mancha.
1In  m o d e r n  S p an ish  th is  w ord  is  w r it te n  ” cereb ro ”
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CHAPTER 1 
In trodu ction
In the following all rings are associative rings. It is not assumed they 
have an identity unless it is mentioned explicitly, but they will be idem- 
potent (R 2 =  /?).
One of the most powerfull techniques tha t is used in the study of 
rings with identity, is to associate to each ring /?, its category of unitary 
modules Mod-R  and relate properties of R  with properties of Mod-/? 
and vice versa. There are a lot of examples of this, but we shall mention 
only the following one
DEFINITION 1 .1 .  Let R  be a ring. R  is called von Neumann regular 
if and only if for all r E R  there exists s E R  such that r = rsr.
This definition, in the case of rings with identity, has a well known 
characterization
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R  be a ring with identity. The following 
conditions are equivalent
1. R  is von Neumann regular.
2. All modules in Mod-R are flat.
In the case of rings with identity, a module is flat if and only if it is 
a direct limit of projective modules. The definition of projectivity is a 
categorical definition and the direct limit is also a categorical concept, 
therefore, flat modules are transferd by category equivalences and the 
property of being von Neumann regular also.
If we try  to generalize this property for rings without identity, we 
have several difficulties. First of all, we have to choose a category of 
modules for the ring R.
Consider the category of all right /?-modules, which we shall denote 
MOD-/?. This category is the category of unital right R  x Z-modules, 
where R  x  Z is the Dorroh’s extension of R  (this ring consists of the 
pairs (?’, z) E  R  x S  with the sum defined componentwise and the 
product given by (r, z') =  (rr'-fjzV  +  .zr', zz'), see Theorem 2.20).
This category is not the best choice for this kind of study, because 
although R  is von Neumann regular, R X  h  can never be so (look at 
the elements (r, z)  with z ^  0,1, — 1). In the case of rings with identity, 
this problem is solved by choosing the full subcategory of MOD-/? with 
the modules M  such that M R  = M, i.e. Mod-/?. This solution can be 
generalized for other rings and this is one of the topics we are going to 
study here. We have the following categories for an idempotent ring R
4
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DEFINITION 1.3. Let fi be an idempotent ring and A  a ring with 
identity such that R  is a two-sided ideal of it.
1. CMod-fi is the full subcategory of Mod-A with the modules M  
such tha t the canonical homomorphism A : M  H o m ^ fi, M ), 
(^m(r ) =  mr), is an isomorphism.
2. Mod-.fi is the full subcategory of Mod-A with the modules M
such tha t M R  =  M  and [m £ M  : m R  =  0} =  0.
3. DMod-fi is the full subcategory of Mod-A with the modules
M  such that the canonical homomorphism fj, : M  (gu fi —»■ M, 
(/i(m (g r) =  m r), is an isomorphism.
These categories have been considered in several papers, even for 
rings without the assumption of being idempotent, see [1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 16], 
but in the case of idempotent rings is is proved tha t they are equivalent. 
We give a direct proof of this fact in Theorem 2.45, although this result 
is known in more general terms, see [9, Proposition 1.15].
We are going to study many general points of these categories. For 
example projectivity, injectivity, generators, monomorphisms, epimor- 
phisms, direct and inverse limits, etc. Some of these things are adap­
tations of the concepts that are given in Grothendieck categories and 
other are generalizations of concepts given for categories of modules 
over a ring with identity.
There are some properties that cannot be extended to these cate­
gories. For instance, it is possible to build an idempotent ring fi such 
tha t the category CMod-fi (and then the other) has no projective ob­
ject different from 0. This can be found in [8 , Example 3.4(i)]. This 
has a particular importance in the case of flat modules th a t cannot be 
considered as a direct limit of projective modules.
These problems make necessary to study some particular classes 
of idempotent rings that are closer to rings with identity. This will 
be done in Chapter 5. If we assume that fi and fi' are rings of a 
particular type (rings with local units, see Definition 5.7), it is proved 
in [4, Proposition 3.1] tha t if Mod-fi and Mod-fi' are equivalent, fi is 
von Neuman regular if and only if fi' is.
Chapter 4 is going to study the equivalences between the categories 
for two idempotent rings fi and fi'. These results have been proved 
in several steps by different people. Apart from the classical case of 
M orita Theorems for rings with identity, we can find this study for rings 
with local units in [1, 2, 4]. In the more general case of idem potent 
rings, our results are taken from [7], although the proofs will not be 
exactly the same. There are generalizations for some of these results 
for Grothendieck categories in [5, 6 ].
W hat is the original part of this work?. First of all, the point 
of view. Usually these categories have been considered as categories 
related with a M orita context, defined for the trace ideals. We look 
at these categories by themselves. We even obtain in Proposition 2.46
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th a t the definition of these categories is not dependent on the choice of 
the ring A. This ring could be chosen, for example, to be the Dorroh’s 
extension of R  or any other ring with identity such tha t R  is a two-sided 
ideal of it.
Secondly, we obtain a general theory of noncommutative localiza­
tion for these categories. This study has been made by several authors 
for Grothendieck categories, but there are many results tha t cannot be 
generalized because in Grothendieck categories, the ring disappears. 
Using idem potent rings we obtain a generalization of results tha t hold 
for rings with identity.
Another thing we generalize, is the concept of the Picard group of 
a ring. We define this group for idempotent rings.
We define a ring to be coclosed if R ®a R  ~  R  in the canonical 
way. We obtain in Chapter 5 many results for this kind of ring. For 
example, we prove tha t the study of idempotent rings can be reduced 
to the study of coclosed rings because the categories for R  and R  ®a R  
are the same and R(&a R  is a coclosed ring. We also generalize for these 
rings, facts known for rings with local units and but which cannot be 
generalized for idempotent rings.
In Chapter 4 we study the bimodules that define functors between 
the categories for idempotent rings R  and R'. Using this study we can 
simplify some proofs.
-JE
CHAPTER 2 
C ategories o f  M odules for R in gs I
1. N on com m u tative  Localization
In this section we shall recall some results about torsion theories 
and localization in the category of unitary modules for a ring with 
identity A , All these things can be found in [14] and we shall reference 
this book for the proofs.
D e f i n i t i o n  2 .1 .  A preradical r of Mod-A is a functor r  : Mod-A —» 
Mod-A tha t assigns to each object M  of Mod-A a subobject r(M ) 
in such way that every morphism /  \ M  N  m  Mod-A induces 
r ( f )  : r ( M ) r (N)  by restriction. In other words, a preradical is a
subfunctor of the identity functor of Mod-A.
A preradical r  is called idempotent in case r o r  — r and it is called 
a radical in case r ( M/ r ( M) )  — 0 for all M  € Mod-A.
To a preradical r , one can associate two classes of objects of Mod-A, 
namely:
% ' the class of modules M  such that r ( M)  — M.
: the class of modules M  such tha t r(M ) =  0.
D e f i n i t i o n  2 .2 .  A torsion theory of Mod-A is a pair of
classes of modules of Mod-A such that
1 . HomJ4(T, F)  =  0 for all T  E T  and F  6  T .
2. If Horna ( M ,  F) =  0 for all F  £ T ,  then M  € T.
3. If H o m ^T , M )  =  0 for all T g T ,  then M  E  T .
T  is called the torsion class and its objects are called torsion objects 
while T  is called the torsion-free class and its objects, the torsion free 
objects.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let C be a class of objects in an abelian category 
A. We shall say:
1. C is closed under subobjects if and only if for every M  (E C and 
every monomorphism fi : N  M  in A, N  £ C.
2 . C is closed under quotient objects if and only if for every M  € C
and every epimorphism 77 : M —>- N in  A, N  € C.
3. C is closed under products if and only if for every {Mi : i € /}
contained in C if 11:6/ a Pro^uc  ^ °f the family {Mt- : i E /}  
in A, then H ie / ^
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4. C is closed under coproducts if and only if for every {Mi : i E /}  
contained in C if IN, Mi is a coproduct of the family {Mi : i E 1} 
in A, then [ ] .£/ E C.
5. C is closed under extensions if and only if for every short exact 
sequence 0 - + L - + M - ± N —t 0 m A  with L and N  in C then, 
M  is in C.
PROPOSITION 2 .4 .  L e t { T ,T )  be a torsion theory in Mod-A. Then
1. T is closed under quotient objects, coproducts and extensions.
2 . J- is closed under subobjects, products and extensions.
PROOF. See [14, Proposition VI.2,1] and [14, Proposition VI.2.2],
□
If T  is a class of modules in Mod-A closed under quotient objects, 
coproducts and extensions, then we can build the corresponding class 
T  with the property F  € T  if and only if H om ^T , F) = 0 for all 
T  € T .  W ith this definition (T , F )  is a torsion theory. In the other 
direction, if F  is a class of modules in Mod-A closed under subobjects, 
products and extensions, we can define the corresponding class T  with 
the property T  E T  if and only if H om ^T , F) — 0 for all F  E F  and 
with this definition (T , IF) is a torsion theory. These operations are 
inverses of each other. Therefore, in order to define a torsion theory, 
we need only one of the classes T ” or F .
PROPOSITION 2 .5 .  There is a bijective correspondence between tor­
sion theories in Mod-A and idempotent radicals in Mod-A.
PROOF. For the proof see [14, Proposition V I.2.3]. We shall only 
say how the idempotent radical is built. If (T , F )  is a torsion theory 
and M  is an object in Mod-A, we can define r(M ) as the largest sub­
object N  of M  such tha t N  E T . Conversely, given an idempotent 
radical r, (Tr , F r) is the corresponding torsion theory. □
DEFINITION 2.6. A torsion theory (T , F )  is called hereditary if T" 
is closed under submodules.
DEFINITION 2 .7 .  A (right) Gabriel topology is a family Q of right 
ideals of A satisfying the following axioms.
T1 If a E G, b < A  a and a < b, then b E Q.
T2 If a and b belong to Q, then a n  b E Q.
T3 If a E Q and a E A, then (a  : a) E Q.
T4 If for some a < A  a there exists a b E Q such tha t (a  : 6) :=  {r E 
R  : ar E a}  E Q for all b E b, then o E Q-
THEOREM 2 .8 .  There is a bijective correspondence between:
1. Right Gabriel topologies on A.
2 . Hereditary torsion theories for  Mod-A.
3. Left exact radicals of Mod-A.
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PROOF. For the proof see [14, Theorem VI.5.1], We are going to 
give here only the constructions but not the complete proof.
If (T , JF) is an hereditary torsion theory in Mod-A, the correspond­
ing right Gabriel topology Q on A is Q is { a  < Aa : A/ a € T } .
Conversely, if Q is a Gabriel topology on A , the corresponding tor­
sion theory (T, IF) is as follows: M  6  T if and only if r.ann(m ) € Q 
for every m  (E M . A module M  £ T  if and only if H o m ^T , M ) = 0 
for all T  £ T .
The correspondence between hereditary torsion theories and left 
exact radicals is the same as in Proposition 2.5. □
DEFINITION 2.9. A torsion class T  is called a TTF-class (TTF 
stands for ” torsion torsion-free”) if it is a torsion class and a torsion- 
free class. Therefore we can build a torsion class U and a torsion-free 
class T  such th a t (&/,T) is a torsion theory and (T, IF) is another 
torsion theory. The triple (ZY, T, F)  is called a TTF-theory.
PROPOSITION 2.10. A torsion class T  is a TTF-class if  and only 
i f  there exists an idempotent two-sided ideal I  in the corresponding right 
Gabriel topology Q .
P r o o f .  For the proof see [14, Proposition VI.6 .12] and [14, Propo­
sition VI.8.1], We shall give here only the definition of I. If T  is a 
TTF-class, E U  A / a is a torsion object and then, the kernel of the 
canonical homomorphism a  : A  —y flnet? 1S *n This is the ideal, 
I  =  I<er(o:) =  O n^a. The class U can be defined to be the class of 
modules M  such tha t M I  = M. For this fact see [14, Proposition 
VI.8.2]. □
From now on, unless stated otherwise, (7~, F )  will be a torsion 
theory, Q will be the corresponding Gabriel topology on A  and the left 
exact preradical will be denoted by t.
For each module M  £ F  we shall define
a(M ) =  limHom^fq, M) 
aeg
where this direct limit is taken over the downwards directed family 
of right ideals Q. Every element in a (M) is thus represented by a 
homomorphism { : a —» M  for some a £ with the understanding 
tha t £ represents the same element in a(M) as does (  : b —> M  if and 
only if £ and £ coincide on some c E such that c C a fi b.
There is a canonical A-homomorphism La : M  —Y H 01114 (a, M ) given
by
t0[m] : a ->■ M  
a i—^ ma
The family of A-homomorphisms (^ a e e  define
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l =  limf-o : M  —> lim H oiru(g, M ) — a(M ) 
aeQ aeQ
In the general case, we define
a (M) =  a {M/ t ( M) )
and the homomorphisms ta are the compositions of the already defined 
La with the canonical projection M  —> M/ t ( M) .
DEFINITION 2 .1 1 .  An A-module M  is Q-closed if the canonical ho­
momorphisms
: A4 —y Hom^fa, M )  
are isomorphisms for all a € Q.
In this case the morphisms t : M  —>• a (M )  is an isomorphism. The 
converse is also true.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.12. For every A-module M , a(M ) is Q-closed.
PROOF. See [14, Proposition IX. 1.8], □
We shall denote by Mod-(A, Q) the full subcategory of Mod-A con­
sisting of all ^-closed modules. This is called the quotient category of 
Mod-A with respect to Q (or the torsion theory (T , F))-
PROPOSITION 2.13. The functor a : Mod-A —> Mod-(A,Cy) is a 
left adjoint of the inclusion functor i : Mod-(A, Q) —> Mod-A.
PROOF. See [14, Proposition X.1.11]. □
DEFINITION 2.14. A full subcategory A of Mod-A is reflective if 
the inclusion functor i : A —> Mod-A has a left adjoint a.
DEFINITION 2.15. A reflective subcategory of Mod-A is called a 
Giraud subcategory if the left adjoint of the inclusion functor preserves 
kernels.
THEOREM 2.16. The category Mod-(A,C?) is a Giraud subcategory 
o f Mod-A.
P r o o f . See [14, Theorem X .1.6]. □
THEOREM 2.17. I f  A  is a Giraud subcategory of Mod-A, then A is 
a Grothendieck category, and the left adjoint a : Mod-A —> Mod-(A, Q) 
of  i : Mod-(A,£?) Mod-A is an exact functor.
PROOF. See [14, Theorem X.1.2] and [14, Theorem X.1.3], □
It is im portant to notice tha t the inclusion functor i is, in general, 
not exact.
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COROLLARY 2 .1 8 .  The category Mod-(A, Q) is a Grothendieck cat­
egory.
This corollary has a converse in some sense. This is the Gabriel- 
Popescu Theorem.
THEOREM 2 .1 9 .  Let A  be a Grothendieck category with a generator 
U. Put A  =  EndA(U)U) and let T  : A  —> Mod-A be the functor 
T( C)  = HomA(U,C). Then
1. T  is full and faithful.
2. T induces an equivalence between A  and the category Mod-(A, Q) 
where Q is the strongest Gabriel topology on A  for which all mod­
ules T ( M )  are Q-closed.
P r o o f . See [14, X.4.1], □
2. T he C onstruction  of the Categories
2.1. T h e C ategory MOD-R, We shall denote by MOD-K the 
category of all right i?-modules and fi-homomorphisms.
The following theorem is a well known result tha t states th a t this 
category is in fact a category of unitary modules over a ring with iden­
tity.
THEOREM 2 .2 0 .  Let R  be a ring, and R  x Z be the Dorroh’s ex­
tension of R. Then the category MOD-i? is equivalent to the category 
Mod-i? x Z of unitary modules over the ring with identity R  x Z.
PROOF. This result is well known, and we shall only give some 
remarks about the proof. First we have to recall the definition of the 
Dorroh’s extension of a ring R. The elements of this ring are the pairs 
(r, n) £ R  x Z with the sum defined componentwise and the product 
defined as follows:
(r, n ) • (s , m ) =  (rs -f- m r  -f ns, nm)  Vr, s € R  Vra, m  £ X
The ring R  can be identified inside R  x X as the two-sided ideal
R  x 0 =  {(7', 0) £ R  x X : r  £ R}
The identity of the ring R  x  X is the element (0,1).
We are going to prove tha t any right R-module is a unitary right 
R  x  Z-module, and conversely.
Let M  be a right /^-module. We can define an operation m  • (r, n ) =  
m  ■ r +  n • m  for all m £ M , r G R  and n £ X. We can multiply m  by 
the elements of X  because of the abelian group structure. W ith this 
operation M  is a unitary R  x Z-module ( m (0 ,1) =  mO +  lm  =  m).
In the other direction, if M  is a unitary R  x  Z-module, because R  
is a two-sided ideal of R X  Z, M  has an i?-module structure and the
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forgetful functor is inverse to the one that we have considered previ­
ously. □
One of our main objectives is the study of different possible cate­
gories tha t can be associated to a ring in order to relate the properties 
of the category with the properties of the ring. The first possibility is 
this category, but we are going to give some reasons tha t show us that 
this is not a very good choice.
Consider for instance the following well known statem ents for a ring 
with identity 72:
1. R  is right noetherian if and only if every direct sum of injective 
unitary right 72-modules is injective.
2. R  is right artinian if and only if every injective unitary right 72- 
module is a direct sum of injective envelopes of simple modules.
3. 72 is von Neumann regular if and only if every right unitary 72- 
module is flat.
If we try  to extend these properties for the case of MOD-72 we can 
see tha t this is impossible, because 72 x Z can never be artinian nor 
von Neumann regular.
In the case of rings with identity the problem can be easily identi­
fied. Suppose 72 is a ring with identity and M  £ MOD-72. If we define 
M '  =  {m £ M  : m/2 =  0} and M " =  M / M ' then the map
e : M  —► M'  x M"
m  ha (m — m • I r ,  m • I r  +  M' )  
is an abelian group isomorphism. We have to check some things:
(m — m  * 1 ft) * 7* =  m  • r — (m ■ 1#) • r — m  ■ r — m • (Ir?') =  m- r  — m *r =  0
therefore m  — m  • I r  £  M f. Suppose e(m) =  0; then  m =  m • I r  and  
m • I r  £  M ' . Therefore m  =  m • I r  — =  (m  • 1#) • lj* =  0
because m - I r  £ M ‘. To prove that e is surjective, let (m i,m 2 +  M' )  £
M'  x M"; then (m i, m 2 +  M f) = e(mi +  m 2 • 1 j?), because
(m i+ m 2 * I r )  — (m 1-fm 2 ■ Ir ) • I r  =  m\  +  m 2- l f i ^ m p  l ^ - m 2 • I r ■ 1^
=  m i +  m 2 • I r  —  m 2 * I r  =  m i, and
(mi-j-m2TH )+M / =  m 2*lfi+M / =  m 2+ M ; because (m 2 — m 2 • I r )  £ M'
Every 72-homomorphism /  : M  —» N  can be decomposed into f f — 
f \ m > : M # -A N* and / "  : M " -A
The module M f is a special module. It is an abelian group having
a trivial multiplication with the elements of 22, M ' 72 =  0. On the other
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hand, M "  is a unitary //-module, (m — m • 1# +  M ‘ — 0 for all m  E M ), 
therefore M 'r E Mod-/?.
This proves tha t, for a ring with identity /?, the category MOD-/? 
is composed of two categories, the category of abelian groups Ab  and 
the category of unitary //-modules Mod-/?. In fact, the part tha t give 
us the information we are looking for, is Mod-/?, i.e. the usual category 
tha t is associated with R  when R  has an identity, the other part Ab  
comes from the factor S  tha t we have added to form R  x Z.
In the general case we can always find the category Ab  of abelian 
groups with trivial multiplication inside MOD-/?, but it is not so easy 
to avoid these modules as we have done in the case of rings with identity 
because they are in general not direct summands. W hat we have to do 
is to use localization techniques to avoid such modules. This is what 
we are going to do now.
2.2. T h e  C a te g o ry  CMod-/?. Let R  be an idempotent ring. From 
now on, A  will be a fixed ring with identity such tha t R  is a two-sided 
ideal of A . We shall use this ring to construct the categories CMod-/?, 
DMod-/? and Mod-/?, but we shall not include this ring A  in the nota­
tion because we shall prove that this constructions will be independent 
on this choice. This will be proved in the Section 4, Proposition 2.46. 
This kind of ring always exists; we could use for instance the Dorroh’s 
extension of /?,
DEFINITION 2 .2 1 .  Given M  E Mod-A, we shall say tha t M  is tor­
sion if and only if M R  =  0. The class of torsion modules will be 
denoted by T.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 .2 2 .  The class T  is a TTF-class.
PROOF. If M  E T  and N  <  M , then N R  C M R  = 0 and therefore 
N E 7 .
If M  E T and rj : M  -* TV is an epimorphism, then N  — M/Kev(ri) 
and for all m +  K e r^ )  E N  and r E /?, (m T Ker(?7))r =  m r +  Ker(?7) =
0. This proves tha t 0" is closed under quotients.
Let {Mi : i E /}  be a family of modules in T. If (m t)i6/ E O ig / ^  
and r  E /?, — (m ir)te/ =  0.
Let {M{ : i E /}  be a family of modules in T. As YLiel ^  EL'e/ %  
we have th a t (U t-ej M i)R = 0.
Let 0 —> K  —» L L / K  —> 0 be a short exact sequence in Mod-A, 
with K  and L / K  in T. If I E  L and r, s  E  R, (l-\-K)r — 0-f K  therefore 
Ir E K  and I t s  =  0, then L R  — L R 2 =  0. □
This TTF-class define two new classes, the class U and the class 
T, such tha t (U ,‘T) and (T, T) are torsion theories. We shall give a 
description of these classes.
DEFINITION 2 .2 3 .  Let M  E Mod-A. We shall denote by t  (M )  the 
submodule
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t  (M )  =  { m  € M  : m R  = 0}.
If /  G HomJ4(M, N ),  we shall denote by t  ( / )  the induced A- 
homomorphism from t  (M )  to t  (N)  by restriction of / .  (If m  E t  (M ), 
f ( m ) r  = / (m r )  =  / ( 0 )  =  0 Vr £  R,  therefore / ( t  (M))  C t  (N)) .
PROPOSITION 2 .2 4 .  t  is an idempotent radical in M o d -A , and the 
corresponding torsion class for  t  is 7 .
PROOF. A  m o d u le  M  is in T  if and only if  t  (M )  =  M .  □
We have therefore a description of the class S .  A module M  6 
Mod-A is in 7  if and only if t  (M ) =  0, i.e.,
M  €  7  i f  and only if Vm €  M , m R  =  0 =$* m  =  0
Let Q — {ci ^  A a • A /o € T}- =  -{ti ^  A a ' R  ^  d}-
DEFINITION 2 .2 5 .  The category CMod-i? is the quotient category 
Mod-(A, Q).
We shall give some other descriptions of this category and the lo­
calization functor. For tha t we need some more definitions.
D e f i n i t i o n  2 .2 6 .  Let M  € Mod-A. We shall say th a t M  is t -  
injective if and only if for every short exact sequence in Mod-A
Q - ^ X ^ Y - y Z ^ O
such tha t Z  € 7  and for every A-homomorphism /  : X  —y M , there 
exists an A-homomorphism g : Y  -> M  such that the diagram
M
is commutative.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.27. Let M  € Mod-A. The following conditions 
are equivalent:
1 . M e  CMod-i?.
2. The canonical homomorphism
A : M  —y H om ^R , M)
Am i R  —y Atm  i—y r \-y m r
is an isomorphism.
3. M  € 7  and At is t-injective.
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PROOF. (1 2). Let M £ CMod-R  — Mod-(A, Q). Then for all
d € G) ia : M  —> H o m ^ a , M ) is an isomorphism. As R  £ Q we deduce 
tha t A =  lr is an isomorphism.
(2 =>■ 3). Note that
Ker(A) =  {m  £ M  : Am — 0} =  {m £ M  : Am(r) — 0 Vr £ f?} =
=  {m € M : mi? =  0} =  t  ( M ) .
Therefore, if A is injective, t  (M ) =  0 and then M  £ T. In order to
prove tha t M  is t-injective, let 0 X  P  —> Z —> 0 be a short exact
sequence in Mod-A with Z R  — 0 and /  £ Hom^AT, M ).
The condition Z R  = 0 implies tha t for all y  £ P , y R  C AT and we 
can define f  : Y  —¥ Hoiru(??, M) as f (y) ( r)  =  f {yr) .  If we compose /  
with A-1 we get g =  A-1 o /  such that the diagram
0 ------ X  -----  Y     Z --------- ---------  0
M
is commutative. For, if x £ X  and 7' £ R , then
( 0 ( s ) - / ( s ) ) r  =  K( x) ( r ) ~f ( x ) r  = Aa-i o/(a?)( r ) - / ( a ; ) r  =  f ( x ) r - f ( x ) r  =  0,
therefore </(:&) — /(# )  6  t (M) =  0.
(3 1). Let a £ <7, i.e. K n ,
K er(ta) — {m £ M  : m a — 0} C {m £ M : m R  =  0} =  t (M) = 0
If a £ Q the short exact sequence 0 —>■ a —t A ~» A /a  — 0 satisfies 
A /a  £ T. If /  £ Hom^a, M), we know that there exists g : A —►
M tha t extends / ,  so tha t /  =  ^(^(lyi)). This proves tha t ta is an 
epimorphism. □
PROPOSITION 2 .2 8 .  The following functors are equivalent
1. The localization functor
c (M ) — limHom^ffl, M /t (M)). 
aeG
2. The functor M  i—Y Hoiru(./?, M /t (M)).
3. T/ie functor M  H om ^f?  (g)^  /?, M).
PROOF. (1 =  2). As /? £ Q, there is a canonical homomorphism 
j n  : H om ^i? , M /t (M)) —>• LmHoiTu(a, M /t (M)).
«£C7
We have to prove th a t this is in fact an isomorphism.
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Consider an element in lim H o m ^a , M /t  (M )). This element can
a£G
be represented as a homomorphism /  : a —> M / t  (M ) for some a € Q.
We define p ( f )  — / | i i  : R  —> M / t  (M) .  We want to prove that <p 
and jn  are inverse to each other, but first we have to prove tha t the 
definition of p> is not dependent on the choice of / .
Suppose we have f  : a -+ M / t  (M ) and / : £ ? —>■ M / t  (M ) such 
tha t they both represent the same element in U m H om ^a, M / t  (M ));
aeG
then there exists c C a D b with c 6  Q, such that / | c — / | c. But, 
c G Q R  C c, therefore f \ n  =  /[# . This proves tha t the definition is 
good.
Clearly tp o j R =  idHomyi(R,Af/t(Af))* On the other hand, let /  : a -> 
M / t  (M)  represent an element in lim H om ^a, M / t  (M )). We have to
aeG
prove tha t /  and J\ r  represents the same element in lim H o m ^ a , M /t  (M));
but this is clear because R & Q.
(2 =  3). We shall use the canonical isomorphism (see [3, Lemma 
19.11] )
HomJ4(/t, Hornet(/i, M))  ~  HomA(f? 0  a R , M)
If we define A : M  —y Horna(-R, M) to be the left multiplication, 
(Am(r) =  m r), then Ker(A) =  t  (M ). Therefore we can define the in­
duced monomorphism A : M / t  (M)  —y H o m ^fl, M ). This monomor­
phism induces
HomA(R, A): Hom^f/?, M / t  (M))  HomJ4(Hom>i(f?, M))
/  ^  A o /
Moreover
Ker(HomJ4(JR, A)) =  { /  : R  —y M / t  (M)  : A o /  =  0}
= { f : R - >  M / t  (M ) : (A o / ) ( r )  =  0 Vr G R}
= { f  : R  -y  M /t  (M ) : A/(rj(s) =  0 Vr, s G R}
= { f : R - + M / 1 (M ) : f ( r ) s  = 0 V r,s e  R}
= { f : R - y  M / t  (M ) : / ( r )  =  0 Vr € R}  =  0 .
To prove tha t H om ^f?, A) is an epimorphism, consider a homomor­
phism h : R  0,4  R  —y M. The kernel of the canonical homomorphism 
fi : R  0  a R  —y R  is in T, therefore /i(Ker(/x)) C t  (M ) and we can 
induce a homomorphism h : R -y  M /t  (M ). Using the isomorphism
Horn4(.R, HornA{R> M )) ~  ~KomA(R  0 a  R , M)
it is straight forward to prove that h is the inverse image of the corre­
sponding h £ }lomA(R, HoniA(#, M )). □
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P r o p o s i t i o n  2 .2 9 .  The functor  c (M )  =  HornA(R, M / t  (M ) )  has 
the following properties:
1. VM G Mod-A, c (M) G CMod-# .
2. VM G Mod-A, the canonical homomorphism
l : M  c ( M )  =  H o n u (# ,M /t(M ))
rn i-)- im
im(r) — m r  +  t  (M )
satisfies K er(t), Coker(t) G 0".
Suppose c : Mod-A —> CMod-R  is a functor such that for  all 
M  E Mod-A there exists a natural homomorphism I : M  —>■ c(M ) 
with Ker(^), Coker(t) G T. Then c is equivalent to c.
PROOF. T h e  conditions 1 and 2 can be checked directly.
If Im(r) C c(M ) G CMod-/£, then Im (i) is torsion free and then 
t  (M ) C Ker(F). But Ker(r) G T; therefore Ker(r) =  t ( M ) .  Consider 
the following diagram:
0 Mt ( M)
c(M )
(M ) liMT 0
where V is the induced morphism. Using the fact tha t c(M ) is t-  
injective, we can find a homomorphism g that makes the diagram com­
m utative. This morphism is unique. In the same fashion we can find a 
homomorphism /  such tha t the following diagram commutes
0 Mt(M ) c(M )
:(M) 0
c ( M )
The homomorphisms f o g  and g o /  fix the elements in M /t  (M ); 
therefore they have to be the identity morphisms in c (M ) and c(M ), 
respectively because Coker(t) and Coker(t) are in T. This proves tha t 
c ( M )  ~ c ( M ) .
Using the uniqueness of the morphisms, it is not difficult to prove 
th a t this isomorphism is natural. □
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.30. Let M  e  CM od-# and let N  Q M  be an A- 
submodule. Then M / N  is torsion-free if and only i f  N  E CM od-#.
P r o o f . Suppose first that M / N  is torsion-free and let h : R  —^ iV 
be an A-homomorphism. If we compose h with the canonical inclusion
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j  : N  -F M  we obtain j  o h : R  M  and using the fact tha t M  £ 
CMod-ft! we deduce th a t there exists m  £ M  such tha t j (h(r) )  = mr  
for all r £ R,  and then h(r) = m r  for all r £ R.  W hat we have to 
prove is that m  £ N,  but this is clear because if mr  £ N  for all r £ f£, 
then (m +  N ) R  — 0 in M / N  and applying tha t M / N  is torsion-free we 
would obtain m  £ N.
On the other hand suppose N  £ CMod-ft! and let m + N  € t  ( M/ N) .  
Then we define h : R  —» M  by h(r) = mr  for all r  £ R.  As m  -j- N  € 
t  ( M / N )  we deduce tha t in fact Im(fi) C N  and applying N  £ CMod-f? 
we deduce tha t there exists n £ N  such that h(r) =  nr  for all r £ R. 
But then ( m — n ) R  = 0 and from this we deduce tha t n  =  m  and 
m  N  — 0. □
2.3. T h e  C a te g o ry  DMod-f?. Following the idea of ”eliminating” 
the modules with trivial multiplication by elements of ff, there are 
other ways of proceeding. In this subsection we shall explore another 
construction based on properties dual to the previous ones.
D e f i n i t i o n  2 .3 1 .  Let M  £ Mod-A. We shall denote by u  (M)  
the following submodule of M
u  ( M)  — M R  =  I : m,- £ Af, r,- £ f? ?
1. finite )
PROPOSITION 2 .3 2 .  The functor u  is the idempotent radical cor­
responding to the torsion theory (IX, T) given above.
P r o o f . The class T  is the torsion free class for u  because M  £ T  
if and only if u  (M )  =  M R  — 0. This property defines completely the 
corresponding idempotent radical. □
DEFINITION 2.33. Let M  £ Mod-A. We shall say th a t M  is uni­
tary if and only if M  £ U, i.e., M R  — u  (M )  =  M.
DEFINITION 2.34. Let M  £ Mod-A. We shall say tha t M  is u -  
codivisible if and only if for every short exact sequence in Mod-A
o u  x  -> y  z  ^  o
with u (AT) =  0 and every homomorphism /  : M  —> Z, there exists a 
homomorphism g : M  Y  such tha t the diagram
M
If
X  -----  Y     Z    0
is commutative.
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PROPOSITION 2.35. Let M  E Mod-A. The following conditions 
are equivalent:
1. The canonical homomorphism
fi i M  0,4  R  —y M  
m  0  r i—> m r
is an isomorphism.
2. M  is unitary and u -codivisible.
A module that satisfies these properties is called coclosed.
PROOF. Suppose first tha t M  is unitary and u-codivisible. The 
condition M R  — M  is equivalent to the surjectivity of p. Consider the 
diagram given by
M
idM
9
0    Ker(^)  >-M 0,4  R    M  -----► 0
if E lU  mi (g> r t- E Ker(^) and r E R,
k k
mi 0 ?',■)?' =  mp'i 0 r =  0 0 r =  0. 
i = i  i= i
This proves tha t u (Ker(/i)) — Ker(p)R  =  0 , and using tha t M  is 
u-codivisible we can find a homomorphism g : M  —> M  0  a  R  such 
tha t p o g  — idM- This proves tha t Kev(ji) is a direct summand of 
M  0  a R  & Vi. Therefore, Ker(^) E U because it is a quotient of 
M  0,4  R. Then Ker (fi) = Ker (p)R  =  0 and (i is an isomorphism as we 
claimed.
Conversely, suppose (i is an isomorphism. Then M R  — Im(/i) =  M.  
To prove tha t M  is u-codivisible consider the following diagram
M
h
0  .  x  ------ Y  --------  Z    0
where the row is exact and u  (X ) =  X R  = 0. By applying the functor 
— 0A R  we get a new commutative diagram with exact rows and with 
the canonical morphisms in the columns
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X  (gu R  * Y ® A R  Z  0 A R    0
By our hypothesis about X , we know that /  =  0. Hence, g = 0 and 
we deduce from this fact tha t k  factors through Y,  giving a monomor­
phism j  : Z  0  R  —Y Y.  Now, we get in this way a homomorphism 
j  o ( h  0  id) : M  0  R  —Y Y,  which, composed with the assumed isomor­
phism /i, gives a morphism M  —Y Y  tha t clearly is a lifting of the given 
morphism h .  □
DEFINITION 2 .3 6 .  We shall define DMod-/? as the full subcategory 
of Mod-.A tha t contains all the coclosed modules.
L e m m a  2 .3 7 .  Let M  £ M od -A  and D £ A -M od  such that RD =
D. Then, for  all m e t  (M ) and d £ D, m 0  d = 0 £ M  0,4  D.
P r o o f . Clear. □
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 .3 8 .  The functor d =  u (—) (§ u /2  has the following 
properties:
1. VM £ Mod-A, d  (M ) £ DMod-R.
2 . VM £ Mod-A, the canonical homomorphism
fi : d  (M ) =  u (M) R  —>■ M 
m r  0  s m rs
satisfies Ker(/x), Coker(^) £ T.
Suppose d  : Mod-A —Y DMod-/? is a functor such that for all M  £ 
Mod-A there exists a natural homomorphism g  : d (M ) —Y M  with 
Ker (fi), Coker (fi) £ 7 .  Then d  is equivalent to d .
PROOF. First we shall prove that Ker(/z) £ 7 .  Suppose ®
S{ £ Ker(/i), i.e., =  0, and let t £ R.
(53 m ,r ’ ®  $ i ) l  =  J 2  0 /  =  O 0 /  =  O.
i i
Also Coker(^) — M / M R ;  therefore Coker(g)R — 0.
Consider the short exact sequence given by
0 —Y Ker(g) ~Y d  (M ) ~Y M R  —Y 0.
If we apply the tensor functor — 0,4  R  we get the exact sequence
Ker(g)  0,4  R  —Y d (M )^ 0,4  R  —Y M R  0,4  R  —Y 0
= d(M )
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But the kernel of the morphism d (M ) <g>A R  M R ® a R  is formed 
with the elements k{ ® r,- £ d ( M)  ®a R  with k{ £ Ker(/i) and 
n  £ /?. But ® r t- =  0 because of the previous lemma; therefore 
d  (M ) ®a R  -> M R  ®a R  is an isomorphism.
If d (M ) <= DMod-/? then d ( M ) R  =  d(M ) and Im(/2)i2 =  Im(/i). If 
Coker(p)R  =  0 then M R  C Im(/z) and therefore M R  — Im(/2).
Consider the short exact sequence given by
0 —y Ker(p) —> d(M ) —> M R  —> 0.
By applying the tensor functor —®a R  we obtain the exact sequence
Ker(/x) ®a R  —^ d(M ) ®a /? —^ M R  ®a R   ^ 0
=d(M )
Suppose ® ?"i € d(M ) ®a R  with k{ £ Ker(/I) for all i =
1, • • • , n.  For every r t- £ /? =  /?2 we can find elements stj, E /? such 
tha t r,- =  Then, using the fact that Ker(p)R =  0 we obtain
tha t
^   ^k{ ® Vj — ^   ^fct ® ^  ^ kiSij ® — 0
* m Lj
This proves that d(M ) ®a R  M R  ®a_R  is an isomorphism.
Using the fact that d  (M ) £ DMod-Z? and d(M) £ DMod-R  (i.e. 
d (M ) ®a R  — d  (M ) and d(M ) ®a R  — d(M))  we conclude
d (M ) ~  d(M ) ®a R  — d (M ) ®a /? — d (M ) ®a R  — d  ( M ) .
Because of the way we have defined this isomorphism, it is not 
difficult to prove that this isomorphism is natural. □
COROLLARY 2.39. The following functors are equivalent
1. U ( - )  ®A R
2 . — ®a R ® a R
P r o o f .  For every module M  £  Mod-A, M  <8>a R  is unitary and 
therefore M  ®a R  ®a R £ DMod-/?. The canonical homomorphism
p : M  ® a R  ® a R  M
m ®  r ® s i—y m rs
satisfies Coker(/2) =  M / M R  £ T and it is easy to check th a t Ker(p)  is 
also in T. Then, the uniqueness of the previous proposition makes us 
deduce our claim. □
For the next result we have to use a technical result about tensor 
products.
Ji
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Lem m a 2.40. Let A  be a ring with identity, : A G A} a gen­
erating set of the module a N  G A-Mod and {m^ : A G A} a family of 
elements in the module M a € Mod-A, with {A G A : m \  ^  0} finite.
Then ® ti\  = 0 in M  N  if  and only i f  there exist
elements {z^  G M  : w G fi} and {a^u; G A  : A G A, co G Cl} such that
1. {(A,w) e A x f i :  a\w ^  0} is finite.
2* S a g a  a^ n \  = Q for  all w € Cl.
3. m \  =  Y2u>e& z^ a'\u-
PROOF. See [15, Kapitel 2, 12.10]. □
P r o p o s i t io n  2.41. Let M  e  DMod-R, let K  C M  be an A-  
submodule o f M , and let p : M  —> M f K  be the canonical projection. 
Then K  is unitary if  and only if  M / K  G DMod-A.
PROOF. First suppose M / K  G DMod-A. Let us denote by tjm
and tjm/k  the canonical isomorphisms tjm '. M  ® R  M  and t]m / k  :
M / K  ® R  -> M / K .  Let k G K.  As in particular, A; G M  we can 
find elements mi  G M  and G R  such that k =  As k G K
p(k) = Y liP (m i)ri ~  0 and using the fact that tjm/k  is an isomorphism, 
we obtain tha t ]TV p(m t) ® r t- =  0, and then YZi m,- <g> r t- G Ker(p ® id/?), 
i.e. we can find elements kj G K  and f j  G R  such tha t Y2i m t- ® rj —
kj<g)fj. But then we deduce Ar =  Y2i m iri — Y lj  ^ K R ,  an tha t 
K R  =  K.
On the other hand suppose K  is unitary; then M j K  is also unitary 
because it is a quotient object of a unitary object. W hat we have to 
prove is tha t the morphism p : M / K ® a R  M / K  is a monomorphism.
For that, suppose tha t +  K)r{ =  0. Then Y2im iri ^ ^  an(I
as K  is unitary we can find elements m,' G K  and r t- G A with i = 
n -f  1, ■ • ■ , A such tha t 0 =  Xa=i If we apply tha t Xa=i m i <S>ri = 0 
in M  ®a R-, we are in the situation of Lemma 2.40 but we have to 
extend the set {?q, • • • , 7’t} to a generating set of R  over A  on the left, 
say {rj : i G /} , and we can do it defining mt- =  0 for the the values 
i G /  \  {1, • ■ ■ , f}. Using Lemma 2.40 we can find elements a G A  
with k =  1, • • • , / , almost all of them  zero, and m l5 • • ■ , fhi G M  such 
that
I- £;<=/ °**T* =  0 for all fe =  1, ■ ■ ■ , L
2* EL=i =  m,- for all i G / .
From this we deduce
n
^ ( m t- +  if )  ® r t- =  'y 'frrij +  if )  ® r t- =
i=l t€7
EE( mjtajbt + K )  <g> r t- =  +  A") ® E ajfctTf -  0 .
iG/ &=1 k=1 iG/ □
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DEFINITION 2 .4 2 .  W e shall define th e category M od-i?  as th e  full 
su bcategory  o f M o d -/! w hich contains th e m od u les M  th a t sa tisfy  
u (M ) =  M  and t  (M ) = 0, i.e ., U H IT.
This category can be considered as a category between CMod-f? and 
DMod-f?. This category will be very useful in order to study properties 
like finite generatedness.
Given a module M  G Mod-A, there are two different ways of defin­
ing a module in Mod-f? associated to it; they are M R /1 ( MR )  and 
(M /t (M ) ) R . We are going to prove that this modules are equal.
(We shall denote by t -1 the functor given by t - 1(M ) =  M /t  (M) 
for any module M , and defined for morphisms in the natural way).
PROPOSITION 2 .4 3 .  There exists a natural equivalence between the 
functors u o t -1 and t~ l o u .
PROOF. Consider the canonical homomorphism a  = u (M ) —> 
M  —>■ M /t  (M ). The kernel of a  is u  (M ) fi t  (M ) =  t  (u (M )), this 
equality comes from the left exactness of the functor t .  The image of 
a  is a unitary module, because it is a quotient of u (M ). Therefore 
Im (a) C u (M /t (M )). We have then the morphism
Pm  : u ( M ) / t ( u ( M ) )  -» u (M /t (M ))
£  m ;rt- + 1 (u (M )) H- £Xm ; +  t  (M ))rf
We have to prove tha t Pm  is an isomorphism. The injectivity is 
clear because K er(a) =  t  (u  (M )). The surjectivity is also clear, if 
we have an element  ^ ( ^ 0 ) r n we can X) m iri +   ^ (M ) £
P m  ( E ( mi +  * (Af))r0-
In order to prove the naturality of Pm -> suppose /  : M  —> N  and 
consider the following diagram:
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N
IV
\
u (N) t (N)I I I
M
M
t (M)u (M )
Pm
u (Af) 
t (u (M)) *-u
We have to prove tha t the square I commutes and we know that
the squares II,III,IV , V  and the pentagons commute. From this we
deduce tha t the following morphisms are equal
u (M )  u ( N )  (  N  \  N
u (M ) —> ~ — , . m  u 1
t ( u ( M ) )  t (u (N))  \ t ( N ) J  t (N)
U (M ) (  M  ^  Z' ^  A ^U ( M )  — >  —  7TTTT “ >■ U I T-TTTT ) “ > U
t ( u ( M ) )  \ t ( M ) J  \ t ( N ) J  t ( N )
And using the fact that u (M)  -> t(u{M)) ls an epimorphism and
u ( t Jn ]) tJW) ls a monornorphism we obtain the com m utativity of
the square I. □
DEFINITION 2.44. The functor u o t ” 1 will be denoted by m  : 
Mod-A -> Mod-jR. This functor is also t -1 o u up to natural isomor­
phism.
3. T he E quivalence o f th e  C ategories
In this section we shall prove tha t the three categories th a t we 
consider, are in fact equivalent.
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THEOREM 2.45. Let 72 be an idempotent ring. Then, the categories 
CMod-R, Mod-72 and DMod-72 are equivalent.
PROOF. Consider the following diagram of categories and functors.
CMod-72 
m
Mod-72 
m  d 
DMod-72
The functor m  on the modules in CMod-72 that are torsion-free is 
the same as the functor u , and on the modules in DMod-72 tha t are 
unitary is the same as t -1 . Because of this we shall use the notation u 
and t -1 instead of m  in these cases.
We have to prove the following facts.
1. CMod-72 and Mod-72 are equivalent.
(a) For every M  E CMod-72 there exists a natural isomorphism 
between M  and c (u (M)).
(b) For every M  € Mod-72 there exists a natural isomorphism 
between M  and u  (c (M )).
2. DMod-72 and Mod-72 are equivalent.
(a) For every M  6  DMod-72 there exists a natural isomorphism 
between M  and d  ( t _1(M )).
(b) For every M  E Mod-72 there exists a natural isomorphism 
between M  and t-*(d (M)) .
(1 ) CMod-72 and Mod-72 are equivalent.
( l . a )  For every M  E CMod-72 there exists a natural isomorphism 
between M  and c (u (M )).
If M  E CMod-72, M  is torsion free and then u (M ) C M  is also tor­
sion free. Therefore c (u (M ))  =  HomJ4(72, u (M )). The isomorphism 
is defined as follows:
A: M  -4 HomA(72,u(M ))
Am : 72 -4 u  (M ) m  i—y v 1r h-> mr
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Ker(A) =  {m  £ M  : Am =  0}
=  {m  £ M  : Am(r) =  0 Vr £ /?}
— {m £ M  : mi? =  0} =  t (M ) =  0
Let /  : R  —> u (M ) be any homomorphism and let j  : u  (M )  -* M
denote the canonical inclusion. As M  £ CMod-/?, for the morphism
j  o / : / ? - >  M  there exists m  £ M  such that (j  o f ) ( r )  =  m r = j (m r )  
for all r  £ /?. If we apply the fact that j  is a monomorphism, then 
f ( r )  — mi' Vr £ R  and therefore A(m) =  Am — / .  This proves tha t A 
is surjective.
In order to prove the naturality, let h : M  —> N  be a homomorphism 
with M  and N  in CMod-R, We have to check that
Hoiru(i?, u  (h )) o A =  A o h
This is equivalent to the property Xh(m) = h o Xm for all m  £ M; but 
this is true because
X h ( m ) ( r )  = h(m)r = h(mr) =
= h(Xm(r)) = (h o Am)(r) Vr £ R  
( l .b )  For every M  £ Mod-i? there exists a natural isomorphism 
between M  and u  (c (A/)).
Let M  £ Mod-i?. Then M  is torsion free and therefore c (M)  = 
Hom^fi?, M).  Consider the homomorphism A : M  —¥ H om ^??, M)  
given above. Note tha t Ker(A) =  t (M)  =  0. Therefore A is a 
monomorphism. The condition M R  = M  implies Im(A)i? =  Im(A),and 
therefore Im(A) C u (c (M)) .  We can consider the restriction of the 
canonical homomorphism A : M  —> u  (c (M )) and we have proved that 
A is injective. W hat we have to prove is that Im(A) — u  (c (M )).
Let U n  ^ u  (c (M )) with r t- £ R  and /,• : R  —Y M  in c (M ). 
W hat we are going to prove is that / tr t- =  A^v/.p,) € Im(A). For 
any r  £ /?,
E m m  =  E ^ M r ) =  E - M ' ) 7' =  AE./i(--.)(r )
i t i
and this proves our claim.
To prove the naturality of the isomorphism, let M, N  £ Mod-/? and 
h : M  N.  We have to prove that u (H om ^/?, h )) o X = X o h. Let 
m  £ M  and r E R  then
(u (Horna {R, h))) o A)(m)(r)
=  u ( H o m A (/? ,  h ) )  (Am ( r ) )
=  h(mr) = k(m )r  =  A/l{m)(r). 
and therefore (u (Horn^(i?, /i)))oA)(rn) =  A (^mp Then u  (HomJ4(/?, /i))o 
A =  A oh ,  tha t is the naturality condition.
(2 ) DMod-/? and Mod-/? are equivalent.
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(2 .a) For every M  € DMod-R there exists a natural isomorphism 
between M  and d  ( t -1 (M )).
If M  £ DMod-R, M / t  (M )  is unitary and then d ( M / t  (M))  =  
M f  t (M) 0  a  Consider the short exact sequence
0 —J-1 (M ) M  -¥ M / t  (M)  0
and apply the tensor functor — (g)^  R to obtain
t (A/) R  —y M  R  —  ^ M / t  (A/) (g^ R  —y 0
- M =d(t ~1{M))
The morphism we have to prove an isomorphism is rj. Because of the 
definition, rj is an epimorphism. To prove that 77 is a monomorphism 
let k £ Ker(Ty). Then k  =  ® r t- € M  0 a  R  with U £ t (M )  and
r t- £ R. But as t{R = 0, U 0  r*- =  0 for all i and therefore k — 0.
To prove the naturality of this isomorphism, let A/, N  £ DMod-.ft 
and h : M  —> N .  Consider
M
N
M  0 A R  
-> N 0 a R
M / t  (M)  0 A R = 
-> N / t ( N ) 0 A R  =
d ( t -1(M))
d ( t —1 (A))
d ( t - ' ( N ) )
The com m utativity of this diagram proves the naturality  of the 
isomorphism.
(2.b) For every M  £ Mod-R there exists a natural isomorphism 
between M  and t ”! (d (A/)).
Let M  £ Mod-R. The condition M R  = M  implies th a t d (M)  =
M  (gu R. W hat we are going to prove is tha t the kernel of ji :
M  0 a R  Af, (/i(m 0  r) = mr)> is t (M ). This would give us the
isomorphism that we are looking for.
t (M  0 a R) D Ker(^) . Suppose m i0ri  £ Ker(/i). Then ]TL m iri
0 and therefore, for all r £ R,
m , 0  r ; ) r  =  ^  mp't- 0  r =  0 0  r =  0
. Suppose Y2i m i ® **» £ t  (M  R). Then 
® r*) ^   ^ (M ) — 0 and therefore Y2im i ® r i Ker(p;) as we
claimed.
The morphism fi induces an isomorphism fi : A /® ^R /t (M  ®a R) —>■ 
A/. To prove the naturality, let h : A/ —> N  be a homomorphism be­
tween M, W £ Mod-R.
Clearly the following diagram commutes
t (M  0 a R) C Kei(ji)
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t  (M  ®A R) 
t  (N  ® A  R)
M &A R
h®^R
-> N ® a R ■> N
And this is equivalent to the naturality of the isomorphism. □
4. T h e  In d e p e n d e n c e  of th e  B ase  R in g
In the previous sections we have made several constructions inside 
the category Mod-A where A is a ring with identity such tha t R  is 
a two-sided ideal of it. We claimed that these constructions are not 
dependent on the ring A that we chose. This is not completely true. 
The classes T, T  and U, and properties like being t-injective or u- 
codivisible are dependent on it. Nevertheless, the categories CMod-/?, 
Mod-R  and DMod-R  are not dependent on this choice. This is what 
we are going to prove in this section.
When we studied the category MOD-/?, we mentioned tha t one pos­
sible choice for the ring A could be the Dorroh’s extension of /?, R  x Z. 
In order to prove the independence of the choice we shall suppose tha t 
we have made the constructions for the ring R  x Z and we shall obtain 
tha t if we choose another A, the result is the same.
PROPOSITION 2.46. Let B  be the Dorroh’s extension of R , i.e., 
B  = R  x Z. Form the categories CMod-/?, Mod-/? and DMod-/? for  
the ring B  and suppose that A is a ring with identity such that R  is a 
two-sided ideal of it. Then
1. CMod-/? is the full subcategory of Mod-A formed with the mod­
ules M a such that Horna { R , M)  ~  M  in the canonical way.
2. DMod-/? is the full subcategory of Mod-A formed with the mod­
ules M a such that M  R  ~  M  in the canonical way.
3. Mod-R is the full subcategory of Mod-A formed with the modules 
M a such that M R  = M  and Vra € M , m R  — 0 =>■ m =  0.
And the same holds for  the corresponding categories on the left.
The functors c, d and m  does not depend either on the ring A.
P r o o f .
(1 ) CMod-/? is the full subcategory of Mod-A formed with the 
modules M a such tha t Horn^(/?, M ) ~  M in the canonical way.
Let M  6  CMod-/?. We have to give M  an A-module structure. For 
tha t, let m G M  and a 6  A. The ring A is an /?-module and therefore 
a R-module and (A / R ) R  — 0. If we consider the diagram
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0 R  — ^  A  .  A / R  ------------- - 0
M
There exists an R-homomorphism g : A  —)> M  tha t extends Am 
because of the t-injectivity of M.  We shall define ma g(a). This 
definition extends the product with elements of R. The definition is not 
dependent on the choice of g because g is unique (Horn#( .4 /R , M ) = 0). 
We have to check the following points:
1. m (a  +  a1) — ma  +  ma' for all m  E M  and a, a' E A.
This is true because g is an abelian group homomorphism.
2. m(aa') =  (m a)a ' for all m E M  and a, af E A. Let r  E R, 
g : A  M  tha t extends Am and g : A  -> M  tha t extends \ g(a)- 
Then
(m(aa') — (ma)a')r — g(aaf)r — g(a')r 
= g{{aa')r) -  g(a'r) = m ((aa ')r) -  g(a)(a'r)
= m(a(a'r)) — g(a(ai' )) = m(a(aV)) — m (a(aV)) =  0.
Therefore m (aa‘) — (m a)a' E t  (M ) =  0.
3. (m +  m')a = ma  +  m'a  for all m ,m '  E M  and a E A.
Let r  E R. Then
((m +  m f)a — ma  — m fa)r ~  ((m -f m /)a)r — (ma)?' — (m'a)r
= (m +  m /^a?’) — m(ar) — m'(ar) =  0
and using the fact that t  (M ) = 0, we prove the claim.
4. m l  & =  m. Let r  E R. Then
(m l ,4 — m )r =  m l^?' — m r — m r — m r = 0.
Therefore m l^  — rn E t  (M ) =  0.
This A-module structure is unique. Suppose there are two m ulti­
plications o and * such tha t m o r = m  * ?’ =  m r  for all m E M  and 
r  E R. Then
(m o a — m  * a )r =  (m o a)r — (m * a)r — 
m  o (ar) — m  * (ar) =  m (ar) — m (ar) =  0.
Therefore m o a =  m * a.
We have to prove tha t with this A-module structure, the module 
M  satisfies HomJ4(R, M )  ~  M.
Let A : M  H o m ^R , M) be the canonical homomorphism. Then
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Ker(A) =  {m G M  : Am =  0} =  {m £ M  : m R  — 0} =  t  (M ) =  0.
This proves that A is a monomorphism. In order to prove that it 
is an epimorphism, let /  G Hoitu(/2, M).  If r £ R  and (s ,n ) G B  = 
R  x Z ,th e n
/ ( r ( s ,  n)) =  f ( r s  +  n r) =  / ( r ) s  +  nf ( r )  =  / ( r ) ( s ,  n),
and therefore /  G Homsff?, M)  and there exists m  G M  such that 
f ( r ) =  mr  =  Am(r) for all r £ R.  This proves tha t A is an epimorphism.
Conversely suppose tha t M  G Mod-A satisfies th a t A : M  —>■ 
HoiTDi(.ft, M)  is an isomorphism. Let A : M  —> Hornb ( R , M )  be the 
canonical homomorphism. We have to prove tha t A is an isomorphism. 
Now
0 =  Ker(A) =  t  (M ) — Ker(A),
and therefore A is injective. To prove the surjectivity suppose /  G 
Horne(7?, M ), a £ A  and r £ R.
f {ra) s  = f ( ( ra)s)  =  f ( r(as) )  =  f (r) (as)  -  {f (r)a)s  Vs G R.
This proves tha t f ( r a ) — f ( r ) a  £ t  (M ) =  Ker(A) =  0 and tha t /  
is also an A-homomorphism. If we apply the surjectivity of A we can 
find m  G M  such tha t / ( r )  =  Am(r) =  mr  = A(r) for all r  £ R  and 
this proves the surjectivity of A.
We have to prove also tha t if M, N  £  CMod-R,  then Horns(M , N)  = 
H o m ^M , N).  Let /  G Hom^fM , N ), m  £ M  and (r, z) £ B  = R  x Z. 
Then
/(m (r , z)) = f ( m r  +  zm)  = f ( m ) r  +  z f ( m )  ~  / (m )(r , z).
This proves tha t H onu(M , N)  C Hom#(M, TV). On the other hand, 
suppose /  G Homjg(M, TV), m E M, r £ R  and a £ A.  Then
f ( ma ) r  =  /( (m a )r)  =  f ( m( ar ) )  = f (m) (ar)  = ( f ( m) a) r  Vr G TL
This proves that f ( ma )  — f ( m) a  £ t  (TV) = 0 and therefore /  G 
Hom A{M, TV).
(2 ) DMod-jR is the full subcategory of Mod-A consisting of the 
modules M A such tha t M  (gu R  ~  M  in the canonical way.
Let M  £ DMod-f?. We have to give M  an A-module structure. 
For tha t given a £ A  and m £ M  — M R , we can find mi £ M  and 
r t- G R  such tha t m  = Y2im ir ** Therefore ma = Y2im i(ria)- The 
problem here is th a t this definition could depend on the choice of the 
m t- and r t-. We have to prove tha t this is not true, and for th a t it is 
sufficient to prove that ^ ■ m ,ri =  0 implies Y2im i(ria) ~  0 because 
Y^i miri = Y2j nj sj T and only if ]Th m^r; — nj si ~  0- Suppose 
tha t Y2im ir i ~  0 and a £ A. In order to applay Lemma 2.40 we can
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suppose tha t the elements {r; : i £ 1} form a generating set of R  over 
B  on the left because, if it is not so, we can add elements m t- =  0 as 
long as we need.
If =  0, then X)t-m,- ® ri = 0 € M  R  because M  £
DMod-fL Using Lemma 2.40 we can find elements u q ,--- ,Wk £ M  
and bn £ B  with t — I, • • ■ , k  such that
1. {(i,£) £ I  x {1, • • * , k}  : bu 7^  0} is finite.
2 . buri =  0 for all t £ {1, ■ • • , k}.
3. Y jt - i  wtbit — m i f°r i £ I.
Then, we deduce that
^ P m t(r,o) =  ^  ujt6it(rta) =
i it
= ^ 2 w t(bitria) =
i,t t i
This proves also that the multiplication we have defined between 
elements of M  and A  is the unique one that extends the multiplication 
with the elements of R. We have to check also the following points:
1. m (a  +  a1) =  ma  +  m a' for all m  £ M  and a, a' £ A .
If m =  ^ ien
m(a  +  a )  — m t(r,(a  +  a')) =  Y '  m ^r^a +  r;a ')
i i
= mj(rja) +  mi(riaf) =  m a -f mak
t t
2 . m (aa;) =  (m a)a/ for all m E M  and a, a' 6  A.
If m =  then
772(00 ') — m ^ r^ a a ') )  =  m t-((7’t'o)a/) =  (m a)a '
t t
3. (m +  m')a  =  ma  +  m 'o for all m, m ! £ M  and a £ A.
If m =  5 3 .;m tTi and m/ =  then
(m +  m ')o — m t(7’ta) +  ^  mj*(r -?a ) =  m a m a '
i i
4. m l  a =  m.
If m =  Y ^ im irii ^ ien
m l A ^  m m  =  m.
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Suppose M  £ Mod-/! and Mod-B  such that for all m  £ M  and 
r £ R, the multiplication between m and r  is the same with the A- 
module structure and the B-module structure. Let fi : M  0.4  R  —>■ M  
and p : M ® b R  ~> M  be the canonical homomorphisms. W hat we have 
to prove is tha t ji is an isomorphism if and only if p  is an isomorphism. 
It is clear tha t Im(/z) =  M R  =  Im(/2), so tha t fi is surjective if and 
only if p  is surjective.
In the following proof, the roles of A  and B  are interchangable. 
Therefore we have to make only one direction.
Suppose p is an isomorphism. Then n ls epimorphism and p  is also 
an epimorphism and M  = MR .  To prove that /i is a monomorphism, 
let ]T\ m t- ® £ Ker(fi) with {r,- : i £ 1} being a generating set of R
over B  on the left. Then m ,rt- =  0 and J T  m t* ® r t- £ Ker(/2) =  0. If
we use Lemma 2.40 we can find elements • * ■ , Wk £ M  and b{t £ B  
with t — 1, • ■ • , k  such that
1. {(i, t) £ I  x {1, • • • , k}  : bn 7^  0} is finite.
2. =  0 for all i € {1, • • • , k}.
3. Y lt - i  wtbit — mi for all* £ I.
These elements wt are in M  — M R  and we can write Wt = Zt\stX 
with Zt\ £ M  and s t\ £ R. We have to prove that ]TL m t- <g> =  0 in
M ® A R
y mi ® n  = y wtbit ® n  =
i it
y  z t\ { s t\b i t )  ® Vi =  y  Z t x ®  (s t\ b i t ) r i  =  1 
t , t , A i,t}X
E  v—\® Oitr,- =  2 ^  w t ®  OitTi =
t } A
<g> y  bi<tri = y  wt ® o=o
t i t
Let M, N  £ DMod-/?. We have to check tha t H o m ^M , N ) = 
Hom#(M , N ) i and for that let /  £ Hom^(A/f, N )  and m  £ M . If 
m  = E i  m ir i and a £ A, then
f(ma) = Y l ^ Tn^ ria^ = S  = ( E / N ^  = /(m)a
t t i
Thus H om s(M , IV) C H om ^M , IV). The proof of the reverse in­
clusion is similar.
1Here it is possible to say that zt\ s t\bit ® rt- =  Zt\st\  because — ®b ~  —
— — t but if we interchange A and B it is not true that — — =  — ®r —, it
is only true if one of the modules is unitary. As we are trying to make a proof in 
which the roles of A and B are interchangable, we use this trick
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(3) M od-ft is the full subcategory of Mod-A consisting of the mod­
ules M a such th a t M R  =  M  and Vm £ M, m ft =  0 m =  0.
Suppose M  £ Mod-i?. We have to define a multiplication M  x A  —$■ 
M  tha t extends the multiplication with ft. Suppose m  £ M  and a £ A. 
Then M  — M R  implies m  =  and we define ma = m ,(rt-a).
We have to prove tha t this definition is not dependent on the choice of 
the m t- and r t-, and for tha t suppose =  0, a € A and r £ ft.
Then
( 5 > , - ( r v<z))r  =  y ^ m ,( ( r ,a ) r )
i t
-  X ^ m,'(r , (a r )) ”  ( E m ^ ) ( a r ) - 0
t i
Therefore ]C tm i(r ia ) ^  ^( ^ 0  =  0 and the definition is good. This 
definition is the unique that extend the multiplication by ft. W ith this 
definition M  acquires an A-module structure; the proof is the same as 
in the case of DMod-ft.
Now what we have to prove is that HomA(M, N )  =  Horns ( M , N )  
for all M, N  £ Mod-ft.
Let /  £ Horns(M , AO, m  £ M , a £ A and 7’ £ ft. Then
f ( ma ) r  =  /( (m a ) r)  =  /(rn (a r))  =  f (m) (ar)  =  ( /(m )a )r ,
and therefore f ( m a ) — f ( m) a  £ t  (iV) — 0. Thus /  £ HomA(M, TV). It 
follows th a t Horns (M, AO C HomA(M, N)  and similar proof shows that 
HomA(M, N)  C HomB(M, N).  Thus HomA(M, iV) =  HomB(M, N),  as 
we claimed.
The condition ” ft is a two-sided ideal of A” is left-right symmetric, 
and therefore we don’t have to make the proof for the corresponding 
categories on the left.
We have to prove also tha t the functors d, c and m  =  u o t -1 =  
t _1 o u do not depend on the ring A. The last functor clearly does not 
depend on it, because in its definition, the ring A does not appear. The 
problem is with the functors c and d. Suppose M  is a module tha t has 
two structures, an A-module structure and a ft-module structure such 
th a t for all m  £ M  and r  £ ft, mr  is the same if we compute it with 
either of the structures.
For the ring B  we have the functors c and d, and for the ring A 
denote by c and d the corresponding functors. Associated with these 
functors there are mappings fi : d(M) M  and I : M  c(M) such 
tha t K er(/i)ft =  0, Coker(f l )R =  0 and Ker(r)ft =  0, Coker(t) =  0. 
These functors satisfy the conditions of the Propositions 2.29 and 2.38 
and we deduce that c ~  c and d ~  d. □
CHAPTER 3
C ategories o f  M od u les for R ings II
In this chapter R  is an idempotent ring and A a ring with identity such 
tha t R  is a two-sided ideal of A.
In the previous chapter, we proved that CMod-/? was a Giraud sub­
category of Mod-A and therefore, a Grothendieck category. We proved 
also th a t the categories CMod-/?, Mod-/? and DMod-/? are equivalent, 
and therefore all of them  are Grothendieck categories. In the following 
sections we are going to investigate monomorphisms, epimorphisms, 
products, short exact sequences, etc, in these categories. Such results 
are rather useful because there are several curious differences between 
the case of rings with identity and other idempotent rings.
1. E pim orphism s and M onom orphism s
One of the first things we need to study are the subobjects and 
quotient objects of a given object. In order to do th a t we need to 
know the monomorphisms and epimorphisms in our categories. We 
shall recall the categorical definitions before doing anything else. These 
definitions are for more general categories, although we shall give them  
in Grothendieck categories in order to avoid the study of particular 
cases we are not interested in.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G be a Grothendieck category. A morphism 
/  : M  N  is called an epimorphism in case for every morphism 
h : N  K  m G  with h o  f  =  0, then h should be 0.
A morphism /  : M  —> N  is called a split epimorphism in case there 
exists g : N  M  such that /  o g = id.
Every split epimorphism is an epimorphism. The converse of course 
is not true. In Grothendieck categories a morphism /  : M  —>• N  is an 
epimorphism if and only if Im(jf) =  /V or if /  =  f kc (the cokernel of 
the kernel of / ) .  These categorical notions have the following problem, 
namely Im ( / )  need not to be the same thing, if we calculate it on 
our categories or we calculate it in Mod-A. For example, in CMod-/?, 
ImC( f )  = c (Im (/)) , nevertheless in DMod-/?, ImD( / )  =  Im (/). We 
shall study this general problem in the following sections generally by 
calculating direct and inverse limits in the categories and relating them 
with the calculations on Mod-A. To start with this m atter, we shall 
study the case of monomorphisms and epimorphisms.
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PROPOSITION 3 .2 .  Let 72 be an idempotent ideal of a ring A  with 
identity,
1. A morphism f  : M  —»■ TV in CMod-R is an epimorphism if  and 
only i f  N / l m ( f )  G 7 .
2. A morphism f  : M  —» TV in Mod-/? is an epimorphism if  and 
only i f  the mapping f  is surjective.
3. A morphism f  : M  N  in DMod-72 is an epimorphism if  and 
only i f  the mapping f  is surjective.
PROOF. 1. The CMod-72 case: Suppose N / l m ( f ) G 7  and h : 
TV -> K  satisfies h o /  =  0 with n G TV such that h{n) ^  0. The 
element h(n)  G K  G CMod-72, and therefore h(n)  ^  0 =  t  (K)  
and we can find an element r G 72 with h(n)r  ^  0. But nr  G 
Im (/)  because 7V/Im(/) G T, and therefore we can find m  G M  
with /(m )  =  nr. Now
0 7  ^ h (n )r =  h(nr)  =  h( f ( m) )  =  (/i o f ) ( m)  =  0 ,
a contradiction.
On the other hand, suppose TV/Im(/) ^  T, and consider K  — 
c (TV/Im(/)) and the canonical morphism i : TV/Im(/) K.  
This morphism i is not 0 because Ker(/,) =  t  (TV/Im(/)), but the 
morphism M  TV —$■ TV/Im(/) -4 K  is 0 i.e. i o /  =  0, t ^  0, 
and hence /  is not an epimorphism.
2. The Mod-72 case: If /  is surjective, it is clear tha t /  is an epi­
morphism. On the other hand suppose L = TV/Im(/) ^  0. As 
L R  = L, L cannot be in T, and then K  =  L / t  (L) ^  0 and is 
torsion free. This module is also unitary because TV72 =  72. If we 
denote p\ : TV —»• L and p2 : L —> K  the canonical projections, 
then p2 o pi ° /  — 0 and P2 0 Pi 7^  0 shows tha t /  is not an 
epimorphism.
3. The DMod-72 case: If /  is surjective, it is clear th a t /  is an 
epimorphism. On the other hand suppose /  : M  —> TV is an 
epimorphism and that TV/Im(/) ^  0 . This module is unitary, 
therefore (TV/Im(/)) 72 G DMod-72. Consider the exact se­
quence
M  ®a 72 -> TV ®A 72 (TV/Im(/)) ®A 72.
The first morphism is in fact /  because M  (gu R — M  and 
TV 0 a R  — TV and composing with the other epimorphism TV <gu 
72 —^ (TV/Im(/)) (gu 72, gives the 0 morphism and this is not 
possible because (TV/Im(/)) 72 ^  0 .
□
The case of split epimorphisms is a bit different. In the three cases, 
if /  is a split epimorphism then /  is a surjective map, because for any 
element of n, the element g(n)  G M  satisfies f (g(n))  =  n.
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DEFINITION 3.3. Let G be a Grothendieck category. A morphism 
g : A  — M  is called a monomorphism  in case tha t for every morphism
h : K  -A A  in G with g o h — 0, then h should be 0.
A morphism </ : A  —> M  is called a split monomorphism  in case
there exists /  : M  A  such tha t /  o g = id.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R  be an idempotent ideal o f a ring A  with 
identity.
1. A morphism g : A  —> M  in CMod-/? is a monomorphism if  and 
only i f  the mapping g is injective.
2. A morphism g : A  —> M  in Mod-R is a monomorphism if  and 
only i f  g is injective.
3. A morphism g : A  —» M  in DMod-/? is a monomorphism i f  and 
only i f  Ker(g) E  7 .
PROOF. 1. The CMod-R  case:
It is clear tha t if g is an injective mapping, g is a monomor­
phism. On the other hand suppose g : A  —>■ M  is a monomor­
phism.
Suppose a  : R  -A Ker(g) is any A-homomorphism. If we 
compose it with the inclusion j  : Ker(g) C A, j  o a  : R  —> A  
and there exists n E  A  such that a (r)  =  nr  for all r  E  /?. 
W hat we want to prove is that n E  Ker(</), for tha t suppose 
g(n)  ^  0 =  t  (M ), then we can find an element r E R  such that 
g(n)r  0 and g(nr)  0, but nr  ~  O'(r) E Ker(g) and this is 
not possible.
We have proved that for any A-homomorphism a  : R  —» 
K er(g) there exists a n E  Ker(g) such that a(r)  — nr  for all 
r E  R.  The module Ker(g) C A ,and therefore , it is also torsion 
free and then Ker(<7) E  CMod-R.  Using the fact tha t g is a 
monomorphism we deduce that the canonical inclusion Ker(</) C 
A  would be the 0 mapping and we obtain Ker(g)  — 0.
2. The Mod- R  case:
It is clear tha t if g is an injective mapping, it is a monomor­
phism. On the other hand, let g : A  —>■ M  be a monomorphism 
with Ker(g) /  0. Ker(^) C A", therefore Kerf#) is torsion free, 
and then 0 /  Ker{g)R E  Mod-/?. This is not possible because 
the canonical inclusion j  : Ker(g)R —> A  composed with g is 0 
but j  0 .
3. The DMod-/? case:
Suppose g : A  —» M  satisfies Kev(g)R =  0 , and let h : K  —>■ 
A  be a morphism such that <70/1  =  0 . Then Im (h) C Ker(^). 
If for some k E A , h(k)  0 where k = Y2i kiri E K  = K R , 
then h(k) = YYi h(ki)r{ 0. Clearly we can find i E  I  such that 
h(ki)ri y^  0. But E  Im (h)R  C Ker(g)R =  0, and this is a
contradiction.
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Conversely, let g : TV M  be a monomorphism. The module 
Ker(g)R  <g),4 R  £ DMod-/? and the morphism
h :  Ker( g ) R® R  N
kr  (g) s krs
satisfies g o h =  0 and hence h = 0. But Im(/i) — Ker(#)/?2 =  
Ker(g)R.  Thus Ker(g) £ T.
□
2. L im it and C olim it C alculi
In the previous section we have studied the case of monomorphisms 
and epimorphisms. As we are in a Grothendieck category th a t in par­
ticular is normal and conormal, monomorphisms and kernels are the 
same thing and epimorphisms and cokernels are also the same. There­
fore we could consider the results in the previous section as a particular 
case of the results we are going to give here, because we are going to 
calculate all the inverse and direct limits in the categories CMod-/?, 
Mod-/? and DMod-/? with respect to the ones calculated in Mod-A.
We shall adopt the notations and definitions given in [13, Chapter
2],
DEFINITION 3.5. Let /  be a quasi-ordered set and G a category. A 
direct system  in G with index set I  is a family of objects {Mt- : i £ /}  
and morphisms {<^ : Mi Mj : i <  j }  such that
1. : Mi —> Mi is the identity morphism for every i £ I.
2. If i < j  <  k , there is a commutative diagram
Mi -----------------------------   M k
DEFINITION 3.6. Let { Mt, b e  a direct system in a category 
G. The direct limit of this system, denoted limM i, is an object and
t£/
a family of morphisms a,* : Mi —>• lim Mi with a t- =  aj o <pj whenever
iei
i <  j  satisfying the following universal m apping problem:
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For every object X  and every family of morphisms fi  : M{ —^ X  with 
f i  =  f j o i p ' j  whenever i <  j ,  there is a unique morphism (3 : lim Mi —$■ X
iei
making the following diagram commute.
lim Mi X
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let {M;, be a direct system in the cate­
gory CMod-i? C M od-/l, and < lim Mt-,cq> be the direct limit cal-
J
culated in Mod-,4. Then, the direct limit calculated in CMod-Z? is
|  c ^ljm Mi^ , c (a x
P r o o f .
Suppose for some X  £ CMod-jR we have morphisms / t- : Mi -*  X  
such th a t f j  o ip1- =  f i  for all i < j .  Therefore, using the universal 
property of lim Mi we can find a unique (3 such that (3 o ai = fi  for all 
Jei
i €  / .  Consider the following diagram
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c  f i )
Then c f i )  o c (tv;) — c f i  o tv;) — c (/;) =  / ;  (i £ / )  and then c (/?) 
satisfies the corresponding property for | c  ^limM;^ , c (cv;) We only 
have to check that this morphism is the unique one tha t satisfies this 
property. For that suppose (3 : c ^limM,^ —» X  satisfies /5oc (tv;) =  fi
for all i 6 / .  We know that c (tv;) =  to ai and then (3oio cv; =  f i  for all 
i G /  and the universal property for lim M; implies j3 o l = f3 — c f i )  o t.
Suppose tha t {3 (3. It follows that for some lo £ c  ^lim ,
f i  — cfi))(u>) $ 0 = t (X ). Then we can find r  £ R  such tha t 
f i  — c fi))(u>r) ^  0. But Coker(t) £ T and therefore lor £ Im(t) 
and this contradicts f i  — c f i ) )  o l — 0. □
P r o p o s it io n  3 .8 .  Let {M ;, </?*■} be a direct system in the category 
Mod-/? C Mod-A, and < lim M;, tv; ? be the direct limit calculated inl i e /  J
Mod-A. Then, the direct limit calculated in Mod-/? is < t -1 | lim Mj J , t '
PROOF. Consider the following diagram
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t
-1
^lim M^j
All the modules Mj are in Mod-/? and therefore, they are unitary. 
Then lim M{ is also unitary because If is closed under coproducts and
quotients. This implies that the module
lim
 r- =  t  1 (hm  Mi)
^lim  M{ j  J
G Mod-/?.
Suppose tha t for some X  G Mod-/? we have morphisms /,- : Mi —> X  
such tha t f j  o =  / t- for all i < j .  Using the universal property of 
lim Mi we can find j3 : lim M{ —> X  such that (3 o a t- =  fi  for all i 6  / .
Then
t  1( a i) = t  1({3oai) = t  1( f i) = fi  (i G I).
Then satisfies the corresponding property for
{ t_1 •
We only have to check that this morphism is the unique one th a t sat­
isfies this property. For tha t, suppose ft : t -1 ^lim M t^ —> X  satisfies
/3 o t -1 (a t) =  f i  for all i G / .  We know that t -1 (cq) =  p o a t- and then 
f t opoa i  = f i  for alH  G /  and the universal property for lim M t- implies
P o p = j3 = o p.
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As X  is torsion free, Hom^ ^lim M t^ =  0, and therefore
j3 o p = (3 = i _1 ((3) o p factors through p in a unique way, (3 = t
i.e. as we claimed. □
PROPOSITION 3 .9 .  Let be a direct system in the category
DMod-f? C Mod-A, and < lim > be the direct limit calculated in
[ l e i  J
Mod-A. Then < l i m > is also in DMod-f? and this is also the
[ i S  )
direct limit calculated in DMod-f?.
P r o o f .  T h e functor — 0  a  R has a right ad jo in t1, and therefore, it 
com m u tes w ith  d irect lim its  (see [14, P roposition  IV .9.4]) and th en
^limMj-^ (g)^  R  ~  lim(Mt- (gu R) — limM*.
This proves tha t lim M t- € DMod-f? □
DEFINITION 3 .1 0 .  Let I  be a quasi-ordered set and G a category. 
An inverse system in G with index set /  is a family {M,- : i G /}  of 
objects in G and a family {ipj : Mj  Mi : i < j }  such tha t
1. ip\ : Mi Mi  is the identity morphism for every i £ 7.
2. If i <  j  <  k there is a commutative diagram
ipf
M k ----------------------------- - Mi
DEFINITION 3.11. Let be an inverse system in G. The
inverse limit of this system, denoted by lim Mj is an object in G and
J
a family of morphisms a , : lhn Mi —> Mt- with ai — xfjj o aj  whenever
iEl
i < j  satisfying the following universal mapping problem:
for every X  and morphisms /,■ : X  —¥ Mi  with ipl o f j  — fi  whenever
i < j ,  there is a unique morphism j3 : X  -+ Um Mi  making the following
i£l
diagram commute.
xThe right adjoint is Hom ^(Rt —). This relation can be seen in [?, Lemma 
19.11]
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lim M;  ----------------------  X
We shall give also the results for the inverse limits in our categories. 
The proof of these results are more or less dual to the proofs we have 
given in the case of direct limits.
PROPOSITION 3 .1 2 .  Let {Mi, t/?'*} be an inverse system in the cat­
egory CMod-/? C Mod-A, and < lim M t-,cv,- > be the inverse limit cal-
[ii/ J
culated in Mod-A. Then, limM* is in CMod-/? and therefore, this is
167
the inverse limit calculated in CMod-/?.
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let {Mt-, <£>*•} be an inverse system in the cat­
egory Mod-/? C Mod-A, and < lim Mi,cx{ > be the inverse limit cal-
J.culated in Mod-A. Then, the inverse limit calculated in Mod-/? is 
| u  ^ m  , u  («i) | .
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let {Mt-, (/?’•} be an inverse system in the cat­
egory DMod-/? C Mod-A, and < lim M,-,cq > be the inverse limit cal-
[ tei J
culated in Mod-A. Then, the inverse limit calculated in DMod-/? is
jd ^ lhp  M ^j  ,d  (a t) j.
3. S p ec ia l K in d s  of L im its
We are used to concepts like intersections, inverse images, exact se­
quences, kernels, cokernels, and so on . These concepts are categorical, 
and they can be defined in categories that are not the category of mod­
ules over a ring with identity. W hat we are going to do in this section
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is to recall these categorical definitions and notice the differences that 
appear in Mod-A and in the categories CMod-/?, Mod-/? and DMod-/?.
Objects in Grothendieck categories are considered up to isomor­
phisms. This is rather useful when we study limits and colimits, that 
are unique up to isomorphisms, and allow us to define concepts like 
K er(/) without ambiguity.
Let M  be an object in a Grothendieck category G. A subobject 
of M  is an object N  € G  with a monomorphism (i : N  —>■ M . In 
the category CMod-/?, the monomorphisms are the same as in Mod-A. 
Therefore if M  G CMod-/?, the subobjects of M  are the A-submodules 
of M  tha t are also in CMod-/?. In the case of Mod-/? and DMod-/?, it 
is different because the monomorphisms are not the same as in Mod-A. 
Therefore if M  G DMod-/?, a subobject of M  is an object N  G DMod-/? 
with a morphism (i : N  M  such that Ker(/i)/? =  0. The same 
happens in Mod-/?.
The kernel of a morphism /  : M  —>■ N  is an inverse limit, and 
therefore we have the following
1. If /  : M  —> N  is a morphism in CMod-/?, then K er(/) calculated 
in CMod-/? is the same as in Mod-A.
2. If /  : M  —>■ N  is a morphism in Mod-/?, then Ker( / )  calculated 
in Mod-/? is Ker(/)/? .
3. If /  : M  —>■ N  is a morphism in DMod-/?, then K er( / )  calculated 
in DMod-/? is K er(/)/?  ®A /?.
The cokernel of a morphism /  : M  —)■ N  is a direct limit, therefore 
we have the following.
1. If /  : M  N  is a morphism in CMod-/?, then C oker(/) calcu­
lated in CMod-/? is H om ^/?, Im ( / ) / t  (Im (/))).
2. If /  : M  —> is a morphism in Mod-/?, then C oker(/) calculated 
in Mod-/? is I m ( / ) / t  (Im (/)).
3. If /  : M  —> N  is a morphism in DMod-/?, then C oker(/) calcu­
lated in DMod-/? is the same as in Mod-A.
In the case of exact sequences we have a condition tha t is similar 
for the three cases.
Consider the following sequence in
1. CMod-/?
2. Mod-/?
3. DMod-/?
K  L —?-¥ M
This sequence is exact at L if and only if go f  = 0 and K er(# )/Im (/) G 
T.
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We have to be careful with this. We shall give a list here some 
categorical definitions and remarks2
DEFINITION 3 .1 5 .  Let G be a G rothendieck category.
1. Every kernel is a monomorphism. Every monomorphism is the 
kernel of its cokernel (G is normal).
2. Every cokernel is an epimorphism. Every epimorphism is the 
cokernel of its kernel (G is conormal).
3. The image of a morphism /  : M  —>■ N  is the kernel of the cokernel 
/ c : /V —» C oker(/).
4. The coimage of a morphism /  : M  —> N  is the cokernel of the 
kernel f k : Ker( / )  -A M.
Note tha t every morphism /  : M  —> /V, can be decomposed 
as /  =  f kc o f ck where f kc = ( f c)k and f ck = (f k)c. (First 
Isomorphism Theorem).
5. Let fii : Mt- —> M  be a family of subobjects of M , the sum  
of these objects in M  is the image of the induced morphism
II Pi : LI Mi -* M .
6. An object G is a generator in G if for every object M  there exists 
an epimorphism in G, M , for some index set / .
7. Let /  : M  —>■ N  be a morphism and g, : K  —v N  be a subobject of 
N,  the inverse image of N  is the subobject of p, : f ~ l ( K ) —> M  
defined by the following pull-back diagram
M —!—* N
f - ' ( K )  ------ > K
8. Consider the following sequence in G
K  L —£-► M.
We shall say tha t this sequence is exact at L if f kc =  gk ( or 
equivalently if f c = gck).
4. T h e  E x a c tn e ss  of F u n c to rs  c, d a n d  m
D e f in it io n  3.16. W e shall define
ic  : CMod-i? -> Mod-A
ijvi : Mod-/? Mod-A
io  : DMod- R  —> Mod-A 
as the canonical inclusions of the categories CMod-/?, Mod-/? and 
DMod-/? in Mod-A.
2We consider as known the categorical definitions of kernels, cokernels, prod­
ucts, coproducts and pull-backs. In case of doubt see [14, Sections IV.2, IV.3 and
IV. 5]
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PROPOSITION 3 .1 7 .  Consider the following diagram of categories 
and functors:
CMod-/?
c  o i M
m
Mod-A
DMod-/?
Then we have the following relations:
1. m  o ic  =  u  o ic
2. m  o io  =  t -1 o in
3. m o i c o c o i M =  id Mod-R
4. c o iM o m  o xc  — idcMod-R
5. m  o in  o d  o =  idMod-R
6. d  o iM o m  o iD — id DMod-R
7. c o i c  =  idCMod-K
8. m  o iM =  i d M o d - R
9. d  o iD =  idoMod-R
10. c is a left adjoint of ic
11. d is a right adjoint o f i d
12. m  o ic  o c =  m
13. c o iM o m  =  c
14. m  o iD o d =  m
15. d  o iM o m  — d
16. c is an exact functor
17. m  is an exact functor
18. d  is an exact functor
P r o o f . Som e o f th ese  facts are already know n, b ut here w e have  
m ad e a list w ith  all we are going to  use.
The first two claims are true because the modules in CMod-/? are 
torsion-free and in DMod-/? are unitary.
Claims (3),(4),(5) and (6) are the category equivalences between 
CMod-/?, Mod-/? and DMod-/?.
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Claims (7),(8) and (9) are true because c leaves unchanged the 
modules in CMod-i? as well as m  does in Mod-i? and d  in DMod-i?. 
Claim (10) is a well known fact about the localization functors. 
Claim (11). Let M  £ DMod-R  and N  £ M od-A We have to prove 
tha t there exists a natural isomorphism
t j m n  ' Hom/4(iD(M ), N)  -> H om ^M , d  (N))
Let /  : M  —> N  be a morphism. Im( /)  is a unitary module, 
therefore Im (/)  C NR.  Then consider the following diagram
M
Vm n U )
/
Sck
Ker(8) — - d ( N )  -----  N R
The morphism <5 : d (N)  —> N  is canonical, and Sck : d  (N)  —>• N R  
is the induced epimorphism. We can define T7Myv(/) in this way because 
M  is u-codivisible and if there are two morphisms g \,g 2 ' M  - 
such th a t Sck o ^  =  /  then 5ck o (gi — g2) =  0 and g\ — g2 fac­
tors through (Sck)k — Sk. But this proves tha t g\ — g2 = 0  be­
cause HomJ4(M, K er(J)) =  0. The inverse of this homomorphism is 
H orn^M , Sck); this can be proved using the uniqueness. This proves 
also the naturality  of this isomorphism in the variable M  because 
HornA{M, Sck) is natural in this variable. To prove the naturality  in 
the other variable let h : N  — N  be a homomorphism, and consider 
the following diagram:
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0 ----- ► Ker(^)
0  Ker(J)
We know the commutativity of the triangles I, I I  and I I I  and the 
big square, and we have to prove the commutativity of the triangle IV ,
i.e. d  (h ) o r/Miv(/) — ^mjsKu (J1) 0 /)•  Because of the com m utativity 
relations we obtain tha t 5ck o (d  (h ) o rfMN(f) ~  t o ( u  (h) 0 / ) )  “  0 , 
therefore d (h)or}MN(f)—T)MN(u Q1)0 / )  factors through (5ck)k =  Sk and 
then d { h ) o r } M N { f ) — t] m n ( u  (^ )° / )  =  0 because H onu(M , I<er(5)) =  0.
Claim (12). Let M  € M od-A  We have to prove tha t (m  o 
ic  0 c )(-^0 1S naturally isomorphic to m  (M ). The first module is 
Hom^ff?, M /t  (M ))R  and the second is (M /t (M ) )R . It is clear that 
if we prove it for torsion-free modules, we have proved for all of them 
because we only have to apply the result to M /t  (M ) and then suppose 
M  torsion-free. We have to prove that Homx(-R, M ) R  — M R .  As M 
is torsion free there is a canonical monomorphism M  C H om ^I?, M) 
and then M R  C H oitu(H , M )R .  On the other hand suppose S  / tr t- € 
Hom ^It!, M ) R  with fi  : R  —>■ M and r t- 6  R- As R  is idempotent 
we can find elements s tj, tij £ R  such that r z- =  S j  Then
S i  / i r * ^  S i j  W ith the identification we are making, i.e. M  C
Horna (R ,M ) ,  fiSij = fi{sij) € M and then S i  =  S * i G
M R .
Claim (13). This is a consequence of Claim 12 and Claim 4.
Claim (14). Let M  € Mod-A. We have to prove tha t (m  o iD o 
d )(M ) — m  (M ). The first module is (M R  R ) / t  (M R  R)  and 
the second is M R / 1 (M R ).  If we prove it for unitary modules, we have 
proved it for all of them  because we only have to apply the result to 
M R  and then suppose M  is unitary. We have to prove tha t t =
d (N)
8ck
N R    0
II
d (h ) IIV M u
N R
 (h)
-<fe
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M /t  (M ). Consider the canonical epimorphism
ra <g> r  -f t  (M  0,4  R ) ^  m r  -f t  (M )
(It is well defined because M / t  (M ) is torsion free and therefore t  (M  Cu R ) C 
K er(M  ®A R ^ M / t  (M )))
We have to prove tha t it is a monomorphism. Suppose mi ® 
r (- +  t  (M  Cu i?) £ Ker(7?). Then ]T)(- m,r,- £ t  (M ). Let s , t  € R. Then 
— 0 and
( 5 3  m * ® r * +   ^ ®a R ))st = ^  m u’t-s ®t *f t  (M  <gU 7?) =  0
This proves our claim.
Claim (15). This is a consequence of Claim 4 and Claim 6 .
Claims (16),(17) and (18).
c is a left adjoint of ic  because of claim 10.
m  o ic  is a left adjoint of c o iM because of the equivalence.
d o if^ is a left adjoint of m  o ic  because of the equivalence.
Then m  =  m o ic o c i s a  left adjoint of ic o c o i^  and d  =  d o iM om  
is a left adjoint of ic  o c o iM o m  o iD.
We have proved that c, m  and d are left adjoints, therefore they 
are left exact.
d is a right adjoint of io  because of claim 11.
m  o iD is a right adjoint of d o iM because of the equivalence.
c o iM is a right adjoint of m  o ic  because of the equivalence.
T h e n m  =  m o iDod is a right adjoint of ip o d o iM and c =  co iMom  
is a right adjoint of io  o d  o iw o m  o ic .
This proves tha t c, m  and d  are right adjoints and therefore they 
are right exact.
□
5. T h e  fu n c to rs  H o m ^ —, —) an d  — Cu —
P r o p o s it io n  3 .1 8 .  Let M  be a module in CMod-R. Then the 
functor  HomJ4(—, M) : CMod-R  —>■ .46 is left exact,
PROOF. Suppose
X  —!—> Y  — Z ------ ► 0
is an exact sequence in CMod-jR. If we consider this sequence in Mod-A, 
it satisfies
1. Im (/)  C Ker(g) and I<er(^)/Im (/) £ T.
2. Z / J m ( g )  £  T.
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If we apply the functor H o m ^ t- , M )  we get the sequence
0 ------ >• Horna (Z,M)  HornA(Y,M)  HornA( X, M)
We have to show that this sequence is exact in Ab.
Suppose h : Z  —> M  belongs to Ker(Honu(<7, M )),  i.e. hog =  0 . We 
have to prove tha t h =  0 , but this is true because g is a monomorphism 
in CMod-/?.
Suppose h : Y  -A M  belongs to Ker(Hom>i( / , M )), i.e. h o  f  =  0.
We have to find a homomorphism h : Z  —>■ M  such tha t h = h o g.
Let k  G Ker(g) such that h(k) 0 =  t  (Af). Then we can find an 
element r  G /? such that h(k)r ^  0. But kr  G Ker(g)R  C lm ( f )  and 
then h(kr)  =  0 because h o /  =  0. This proves that /i(Ker(^)) =  0.
Then consider the exact sequence in Mod-A
0 ------ > Ker(g) ------ > Y ------- >  * 0
The composition h o gk — 0, so we can find h' : Im (g) -A M  such 
tha t h' o gck ■= h.
Then if we consider the diagram
gkc
0  *- Im(_^)  ► Z  -----*~Z/lm(g) ► 0
h'
M
using tha t M  is t-injective and (Z (lm (g))R  — 0, we can find a mor­
phism h such tha t h o gkc =  h ' . Then
h o g ^ h o g kco gck =  h‘ o gck = h. 
This proves tha t the sequence
0  Y Horna (Z}M)  H o n u p f .i tf )
is exact in Ab. □
We are going to prove that the functor
H o n u ( - ,  M )  : CMod-/? Ab
is left exact when M  G CMod-/?. We would like to prove tha t this 
functor is also exact when it maps from the categories DMod-/? and 
Mod-/? to Ab. In order to prove this we need the following lemma.
L e m m a  3 .1 9 .  Let M  G CMod-/?, G Mod-A and f  : X  - + Y  
with K e r(/), Coker( / )  G T. Then
Homyi(/, M ) : H om ^Y , M )  —* Honru(.X, M )
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is an isomorphism.
PROOF. Let h : Y  —» M  belong to K er(H onu(/, M )),  i.e. h o f  — 0. 
Suppose th a t for some y £ Y ,  h(y ) ^  0 =  t  (M ). Then we can find 
r  6  R  such tha t h(y)r  ^  0. Now
y /Im ( /)  £ T ^  j/r £ ^m ( /)  ^  yr — f ( x )  for some x E X  
And hence 0 =  (h o f ) ( x )  — h ( f( x ) )  — h (yr ) — h(y)r  7  ^ 0 , 
the contradiction we were looking for.
On the other hand let g : X  M .  We have to find h : Y  —> M  
such tha t h 0  f  — g. As Ker( / )  E T, HomJ4(K er(/), M ) — 0 and we 
can find the induced map g : X /K er  ( / )  — Im (/) -> M , i.e. g =  go f ck. 
Then consider the diagram
0 ------ Im(/)  -----  y   -y /Im (/)-----   0
M
The condition Y / l m ( f )  E T and the t-injectivity of M , let us find 
a homomorphism h : Y  —> M  such tha t h 0 f kc = g. Then
g = g o f k = h o f ^ o r k = h o f .
This proves the surjectivity of H o iru (/, M ). □
P r o p o s it io n  3 .2 0 .  Let M  E CMod-R. Then HornA( - , M )  is a 
left exact functor from the categories CMod-/?, Mod-/? and DMod-/? 
to Ab.
PROOF. Consider an exact sequence in any of the categories. If we 
apply the equivalence functors, we can find short exact sequences in 
the other categories. The diagram is as follows
Ah -----   X 2    Ah    0
L2
Y i     Y 2    r 3    0
A*i
Z\ ----- “• Z'2 — z$ — ► 0
The objects of the first row are in CMod-/?, the objects of the 
second are in Mod-/? and the objects of the third are in DMod-/?.
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If we have any exact sequence X \  —>■ X 2 —¥ X 3 —>■ 0 in CMod-/? we 
define Yt =  m  (X,-) and Z{ =  d  (Xi) with the canonical morphisms. The 
same happens if we start with an exact sequence Vi —y Y2 —> Y3 —> 0
in Mod-/?, we define X t — c (Vi )  and Zi = d (Vi). Therefore if we
start with a exact sequence in any of the categories we can always 
build a diagram like the previous one in which the morphisms fi{ and L{ 
satisfy K er(it-), Coker(ii), Ker(/U,), Coker(^,-) £ CT for all i = 1 ,2 ,3  and 
the sequences are exact in the corresponding category.
If we apply the functor Hoixu(—, M) we obtain the following dia­
gram
0 ---- H om ,4(X3, M )  *- Hom,4(X2, M )  ► H om ^ tX i, M )
H om ^(ii,M ) H o m ^J^ ,M )  | Hom^(/,3,M )
0 ---- .  H o m A ( Y3 , M )  —  Hom^(T2, M )    H onu(K i,M )
H om ^/xi, M )  Honu(A*2, M )  J Hom^(//3, M )
0 — ► H oitu (Z 3, M )  — •- H o itu (Z 2, M )  — ► H om ^ (^ i, M )
The first row is exact because of Proposition 3.18 and the mor­
phisms on the columns are isomorphisms because of Lemma 3.19, from 
that we deduce tha t all the rows are exact. □
L E M M A  3 . 2 1 .  Let M  £ /?-DMod and f  : X  —» Y  £ H om ^f/f, Y )  
for  some X, Y  £ Mod-A with K er(/), Coker( / )  £ T. Then
f  ®A M  : X  <g>A M  ^  Y  ®A M
is an isomorphism .
PROOF. We shall use several times Lemma 2.40.
To prove the surjectivity, let JT  Vi <2> £  K <&A M . We can write
m t- =  witk r ij C /? and rn^  £  M .  The elements ytrtj £  Y /? C
Im ( /) ,  therefore we can find elements X{j £ X  such tha t =  f (x i j )  
and then
y :  y i ® m j  =  ^  / ( z ; j ) 0 m tj =  ( / 0 AM )(^  X j j ^ m j j )
i i,j iJ
To prove the injectivity, suppose JT  X{ 0  m t- £ Ker( /  0 ,4  M ). We 
can suppose tha t the set {mt- : i £ /}  is a generator set of M  over ,4 if 
we add elements X{ = 0 whenever necessary.
Because ® m t £ K e r(/ 0 ^ M ), then JT  /(* i)  ® mi = 0 in
V 0 >i M  and therefore we can find elements £ Y and a,& £ /I such 
tha t
d ik r r i i  =  0 Vfc
t
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P ytcCtik = f ( z i )  Vi
k
For the elements m t- £ M  = R M  we can find elements ry  £ R  such 
tha t mi =  S j r Um .?5 and then Yli,j aikrijm j =  0 for all k and using 
the fact th a t R  ®a M  ~  M  we deduce tha t S j E i  a ikr ij)  0  m j =  0 in 
R 0 a  M  for all k. Therefore we can find elements hjki  €  A and r u  £  R  
such tha t
=  Y  ^ ki^ ki
i
ajkirnj =  0 Vj, I
3
The elements ykVki £ Y R  C Im( f )  and we can find elements Xki £ 
X  such th a t ykrki = f ( x ki) Vfc,/. Then
f(xi)nj  =  Y ykCLikrij =  Y  y^kiajki = 2_j f (xki)ajki 
i i,k k j  k,l
and therefore S »  — ^2k,ix ki^jki £ K er(/) G X
The element S  Xklhjki0rrij — S  x ki®Y2j ajklm j — 0- Therefore, if
we prove tha t S  Xki&jki 0  m j = S i  x iri j® m j for j  we have finished 
fc,/
because we would obtain S i  ^i ® m » ”  S  ® m i == 0 - Hence
cj
As mj £  M  =  R M  we know that m j  =  S i  r j t m t- 
Y J Xii'ij -  Y  Xki&jki £ K er(/) € T =>
t A:,i
(T :  ^ »T ii ~  x kiajki)rjt = 0 Vj, i
i it,/
so tha t
y  Xki&jki ® m j = ' Y  Xkiajkirjt 0 m t = 
k,l k,l,t
=  ^  XiTijVjt 0 m t ~ Y ,  x 'rii ® mi 
i,t i
This proves our claim. □
L E M M A  3 . 2 2 .  Let M  £ DMod-i? and f  £ H o m ^X , Y )  for  some 
X , Y  £  Mod-A with K e r(/),C o k er(/) £ 7 . Then
H orna(M ,/ )  : H oitu(M , X ) —> HomA(M, X) 
is an isomorphism .
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PROOF. Let h : M  —^ X  belong to Ker(Honcu(M, / ) ) ,  i.e. f o h  =  0. 
Then Im (h) C K er(/). The module Im (h) =  M /Kev(h)  is unitary, and 
therefore Im (h) =  Im (h)R  C K e r( /)F  =  0 so tha t Im (h) — 0 and 
h  =  0.
On the other hand, let g : M  -* Y .  We have to find a homomor­
phism h : M  —y X  such tha t /  o h = g. The module Y /Im (/) E T 
and M R  — M , therefore Hom^(M , Y /Im (/)) =  0 and we can find 
g : M  —y Im (/)  such tha t f ck o g = g.
Consider the sequence
0 —y K er(/) —y X  —y Im(f'j —y 0
and the morphism g : M  —y Im( /) .  Using the fact tha t Ker( f ) R  = 0 
and M  is u-codivisible, we can find a homomorphism h : M  —> X  such 
tha t f kc o h = g. Then g = f ck o g — f ck o f kc o h =  /  o h. This proves 
the surjectivity of Hom,t(M, / ) .  □
We want to prove the exactness of the functors H oitu(M , —) and 
M  ~  for a module M a - This could be done in a direct way, as we 
have done for H o m ^ —, M ), but we are not going to do it like tha t 
now. Rather we are going to use the adjoint properties.
PROPOSITION 3.23. Let R be an idempotent ring, A  and A ' rings 
with identity such that R  is a two-sided ideal of A . Let a'Ma be a 
bimodule. Then the functor H om ^M , —) : CM od-F —> Mod-A7 has a 
left adjoint, and therefore it is left exact.
PROOF. Consider the following diagram of categories and functors:
ic  Horn a { M , - )
CM od-F ----------------   Mod-A    Mod-A7
CMod-R  ---------------  Mod-A    Mod-A7
C  - ® A '  M
with ic  • CM od-F —y Mod-A the canonical inclusion. The functor c is 
a left adjoint of ic  and — ®a' P  is a left adjoint of Hom^fP, —). Then 
c o  — ®^/ P  is a left adjoint of H o m ^P , —) o i .  □
PROPOSITION 3.24. Let R! be an idempotent ring, A and A! rings 
with identity such that R r is a two-sided ideal on A!. Let a 'M a be a 
bimodule. Then the functor — (£)a' M  : DM od-F7 —► Mod-A has a right 
adjoint, and therefore it is right exact.
P r o o f . Consider the following diagram of categories and functors:
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Id — 0 a ' M
D M o d -ft'--------------*- Mod-A'  ^ Mod-A
D M o d -# - --------------  Mod-A'    Mod-A
d  H o it u (M , —)
The functor in  is a left adjoint of d and — 0  a' M  is left adjoint 
of Hom^j^M, —), therefore — 0  a' M  : D M od-#  —» Mod-A has a right 
adjoint and is right exact. □
R e m a r k  3 .2 5 .  Let ft be an idempotent ideal of a ring with identity 
A  and A! another ring with identity, then using Lemma 3.22 we can 
deduce that i f  M  £ C M od-#  the functor H o i t u (M, —) is left exact 
from  C M o d -#  M od-ft and DMod-ft to Mod-A'.
On the other handt let #  be an idempotent ideal of a ring A! and 
A  other ring with identity, then using Lemma 3.21 we can deduce that 
i f  M  £ ft'-DM od, the functor — 0  a' M  is right exact from  C M od-# , 
M o d -#  and D M od-#  to Mod-A.
6 . G e n e ra to rs
The module c (R ) is a generator of C M od-#  In order to find gen­
erators in the other categories, we only have to apply the equivalence 
functors. Therefore the module u (c (ft)) is a generator of M o d -#  This 
module is R/ t  (R).  The generator of DMod-ft is d  (c (# )) ~  R 0 a #
In this section we want to study objects tha t are finitely gener­
ated. The best category to study this kind of property is the category 
M o d -#  because for a module M  £ M o d -#  the submodules are the 
A-submodules N  of M  such that N R  = iV, and the sum of a family of 
submodules is the same if we calculate it in Mod-. f t  or in Mod-A.
The definition of finitely generated object is as follows
DEFINITION 3 .2 6 .  An object M  of a Grothendieck category Q is 
called finitely generated if for every directed family of subobjects of M, 
{Mi : i € /} , if 5Z;€j M  then there exists an i0 €  /  such that
M ia =  M.
PROPOSITION 3.27. Let M  be a module in M od-ft. M  is finitely 
generated i f  and only i f  we can find elements m \ , mk £ M  such 
that M  = m i ft +  • • • +  mjtft.
PROOF. Let ft be a finite subset of M , we denote M f  ~  YlmeF m ^> 
The modules m ft are unitary because ft2 =  ft and torsion free because 
they are submodules of M  and therefore m ft £ M od-ft and M p  £
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M od-#. It is clear tha t Y^Fe^oiM) M f  — M  where T0(M ) denote the 
class of finite subsets of Af. If Af is finitely generated, we can find 
#o E To(Af) such tha t M f0 =  Af, and then Af — Y*meF0 as we 
claimed.
On the other hand suppose M  =  m i#  +  -f m *#  for some 
m i, ■ • • , m* E Af. Let {Af,- : i € /}  be a directed family of submodules 
of M  such th a t M  = YlieiM i-  e e^menIs m t E M  ~  Y2i^i Mi, 
therefore for every t E {1, * * • , k}, there exists i t E I  such th a t m t E 
Af{t , if we have an i0 greater than the {h , • • • , ik} then m t E Mt-t C Af;0 
for all t and then
M  =  m i #  +  • • • +  rrikR C Af,-0 C M. 
Then M{0 — M  and M  is finitely generated. □
7. P ro je c tiv e  a n d  In je c tiv e  M o d u les
D e f i n i t i o n  3 .2 8 .  Let E  be a module in CM od-#. We shall say 
tha t E  is injective if for every monomorphism fi : M  —>■ N  in CM od-# 
and every morphism /  : Af —>■ E, there exists a morphism h : N  —> E  
such tha t h o  fj, = f .
I
M
E
N
DEFINITION 3.29. Let P  be a module in DM od-#. We shall say 
tha t P  is projective if for every epimorphism tj : N  M  m  D M od-# 
and every morphism /  : P  —> N ,  there exists a morphism h : P  —^ M  
such tha t rj o h — f
Af ------ - N  ------   0
V 
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.30. Let E  E CM od-#. Then E  is injective in 
C M od-# i f  and only i f  E  is injective in Mod-y4.
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PROOF. If E  is injective in Mod-A, then it is injective in CMod-R  
because every monomorphism in CMod-/? is also a monomorphism in 
Mod-A.
On the other hand, suppose E  is injective in CMod-/? and (i : M  —V 
N  is a monomorphism in Mod-A. The functor c is left exact and then 
c (fi) is a monomorphism and we have the following diagram:
f'N
C ( f l )
*■ c (M )0
Using the fact that E  is injective in CMod- R  we can find a mor­
phism h : c (N)  —y E  such that hoc (fx) = c ( /) . If we define h := Iioln , 
then
ho{X = h o i N O j i  = h o c  (fi) o lm = c ( / )  o lm — / .
□
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.31. Let P be a module in DMod-/?. Then P is 
projective in DMod-/? if and only i f  P is projective in Mod-A.
PROOF. (<£=). This is clear because each epimorphism in DMod-/? 
is an epimorphism in Mod-A.
(=^-). Let 77 : A/ —y N  be an epimorphism in Mod-A, and /  : P  -F TV 
a homomorphism. If we apply the functor d (N) = N R  (gu R  we get 
tha t, if Y2n iri ® s i € d (N)  and n,- =  77(772;) so tha t Y 2n iri ® Si ~  
d (77) <g> S{). Therefore d (77) is an epimorphism. We have the
following diagram:
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d  ( M) d
h d ( f )
(SM ' M R  ®a R ~ ^ M  and 5n  : N R  ®a R  N  are the canonical ones)
Using the fact tha t P  is projective in DMod-/? we can find a mor­
phism h : P —> d (M)  such that d ( / )  =  d (rf)oh. If we define h =  $a/o/i 
we get
r\ o h =  rf o 5m o h =  o d ( / )  =  / .
□
PROPOSITION 3.32. Every module in CMod-/? is a submodule of 
an injective module in CMod-/?.
P r o o f .  Suppose M  £  CMod-/?. Let E( M)  denote the injective 
envelope of M  in Mod-A. This module is clearly t-injective. We only 
have to prove tha t it is torsion free in order to prove th a t E ( M )  £ 
CMod-/?. The module t  ( E( M) )  is torsion and t  (E(M) ) C\ M is torsion. 
But M  is torsion free, then t  ( E( M) )  Pi M  =  0 and then t  ( E( M) )  = 
0. □
It is not possible to dualize this result for projective modules. It 
is even possible to find an example in which the categories CMod-/?, 
Mod-/? and DMod-/? have no nonzero projectives, see [8 , Example 
3.4.i].
8. N on com m u tative  L ocalization
Most of the results about noncommutative localization given for 
the category of unitary modules Mod-A, for a ring with identity A, 
are true in a Grothendieck category, and therefore they are true in 
our categories. We shall recall some of them, but we shall also give 
something more, because in our case we can generalize the concept 
of Gabriel filter for the ring /?, and this is in general impossible for 
Grothendieck categories.
In this section we are going to fix the ring A as the Dorroh’s ex­
tension of /?. We could use another ring, but in this case, the filter
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would have right A-submodules of R  and not right ideals (i.e. right 
R  x Z-submodules).
DEFINITION 3 .3 3 .  Let G be a Grothendieck category. A preradical 
r of G assigns to each object X  a subobject fix  • r ( X)  —> X  in such a 
way tha t every morphism /  : X  — Y  induces r ( f )  : r ( X)  —► r (Y )  by 
restriction.
rx yy
r(X)
' ( / )
(i.e. fi : r  —> id is a natural transformation such th a t f ix  is a 
monomorphism for all X  E G).
DEFINITION 3.34. A preradical r is idempotent if r o r = r and it 
is called a radical if r ( X / r ( X ) )  — 0 for all X .
To a preradical r  one can associate two classes of objects of G, 
namely
TV =  {X E G : f ix is an isomorphism}
IV =  {X E  G : fix  is the morphism 0}
DEFINITION 3.35. A class C is called a pretorsion class if it is 
closed under quotient objects and coproducts, and it is a pretorsion- 
free class if it is closed under subobjects and products.
PROPOSITION 3.36. Let r be a preradical in a Grothendieck cate­
gory G. Then the class T r is a pretorsion class and Fr is a pretorsion- 
free class.
PROOF. See [14, Section V I.1]. □
PROPOSITION 3.37. Let G be a Grothendieck category. Then there 
is a bijective correspondence between idempotent preradicals of G and 
pretorsion classes of objects of  G. Dually, there is a bijective corre­
spondence between radicals of G and pretorsion-free classes of objects 
of G.
PROOF. See [14, Proposition VI. 1.4]. We are going to give here 
merely the definition of the bijection. If r  is an idem potent preradical 
of G, the pretorsion class tha t is assigned is T r and the pretorsion-free 
class is Fr . If T is a pretorsion class, then the preradical tha t is assigned 
is defined as follows: if M  E  G, r (M)  is the largest subobject of M  
th a t belongs to T. If ¥  is a pretorsion-free class, then the corresponding 
preradical is defined for an object M  E  G as the largest subobject N
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of M  such th a t M / N  £ F. (This object is the sum of all the the 
subobjects C  of M  with the property of M / C  e  F. Using the fact that 
the category is locally small, i.e. the class of subobjects of M  is a set, 
we deduce tha t this maximal subobject exists). □
PROPOSITION 3 .3 8 .  The following assertions are equivalent for a 
preradical r:
1. r is a left exact functor.
2. I f  N  is a subobject of M , r ( N ) =  r(M ) fl N.
3. r is idempotent and T r is closed under subobjects.
PR O O F. See [14, Proposition VI.1.7]. □
DEFINITION 3 .3 9 .  A pretorsion class is called  hereditary if  it is 
closed  under sub ob ject s.
COROLLARY 3 .4 0 .  There is a bijective correspondence between left 
exact preradicals and hereditary pretorsion classes.
P r o o f . See [14, Section VI. 1]. □
DEFINITION 3.41. A torsion theory for G is a pair (T ,F) of classes 
of objects of G such that
1. Hom(T, F) = 0 for all T £ T and F e  F.
2. If Hom(M, F)  =  0 for all F  € F, then  M e  T.
3. If Hom(T, M )  =  0 for all T  G T, then M e  F.
T is called a torsion class and its objects are torsion objects, while
F is a torsion-free class consisting of torsion-free objects.
Any given class C of objects generates a torsion theory in the fol­
lowing way
F : = { f e G :  Hom((7, F) = 0 for all C  € C}
T {T e  G : Hom(T, F) = 0 for all F  e  F}
This pair (T, F) is a torsion theory and T is the smallest torsion 
class containing C.
Dually, any given class C of objects cogenerates a torsion theory in 
the following way
T := { T  e  G : Hom(T, C) = 0 for all C e  C}
F :=  {F  € G : Hom(T, F) = 0 for all T 6 T}
This pair (T ,F) is a torsion theory and F is the smallest torsion-free 
class containing C.
PROPOSITION 3 .4 2 .  The following properties of a class T  of objects 
of  G are equivalent:
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1. T is a torsion class for some torsion theory.
2. T is closed under quotient objects, coproducts and extensions.
PROOF. See [14, Proposition VI.2.1]. □
PROPOSITION 3 .4 3 .  The following properties o f a class ¥  o f objects 
of are equivalent:
1. F is a torsion-free class for some torsion theory.
2. F is closed under subobjects, products and extensions.
PROOF. See [14, P rop osition  VI.2.2]. □
PROPOSITION 3 .4 4 .  There is a bijective correspondence between 
torsion theories and idempotent radicals.
PROOF. See [14, Proposition VI.2.3]. The idempotent radical is 
defined as in Proposition 3.37. □
We are going to start working with the categories CMod-/?, DMod-/? 
and Mod-/? for an idempotent ring R.
R e m a r k  3 .4 5 .  There is a bijective correspondence between torsion 
theories in CMod-/?, DMod-/? and Mod-R.
P r o o f . T h e defin itions w e have given  are categorical and therefore, 
th e  category  equivalences g ive th e b ijections betw een  th e  torsion  and  
torsion-free classes. □
A torsion theory (T ,F) is called hereditary if T is closed under 
subobjects. If we combine Corollary 3.40 and Proposition 3.44 we 
obtain
PROPOSITION 3 .4 6 .  There is a bijective correspondence between 
hereditary torsion theories and left exact radicals.
DEFINITION 3.47. Let R  be an idempotent ring. A right Gabriel 
topology on R  is a non-empty set 0  of right ideals on R  such tha t
T l. If a  E 0  and b < R r  with a  < b, then b 6 0 .
T2. If a  and b belong to 0 ,  then a  fl b E 0 .
T3. If a  E © and r  € /?, then ( a  : r) :=  {s 6 /? : rs  G a }  G 0 .
T4. If a is a right ideal on R  and there exists b G 0  such tha t
( a  : b) E 0  for all 6 6 b, then a  E 0 .
DEFINITION 3 .4 8 .  Let 0  be a right Gabriel topology on /?. We  
shall say th a t a module M  is 0 -  discrete if for all m  E M , r.ann(m ) E 0 .
LEMMA 3 .4 9 .  Let 0  be a right Gabriel topology on R. Then
1. R  E 0 .
2. I f  a and b are in 0 ,  then ab  E 0 .
3. I f  a E 0  then aR  E 0 .
.J,
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PROOF. The statem ent (1) is trivial because of T l. The statem ent 
(3) is a consequence of (1) and (2). In order to prove (2), let a € a. 
Then (ab : a) D b, therefore (ab : a) E © because of T l , and then if 
we apply T4, we obtain our claim. □
PROPOSITION 3.50. Let 0  be a right Gabriel topology on R. Let 
M  E Mod-A. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. c (M ) is © -discrete in CMod-f?,
2. u (M /t (Af)) =  u (M) / t  (u (M )) is 0-discrete in Mod-f?.
3. d  (M ) is 0-discrete in DMod-f?.
PROOF. (1 =>■ 2). Suppose c ( M )  is ©-discrete in CMod-f2. Then 
for all /  : R  -4 M / t  (Af), r .an n (/) E ©, i.e.
Ker( / )  — { r e f t :  / ( r )  =  0} =  {r E R  : f r  =  0} =  r .an n (/)  E ©
Let a  := +  * (Af ))rt- £ u (A f/t (Af)). For all let f i  : R  -$■
M / t  (M ) be the morphism defined by f i(r)  =  m ,r -f t  (M) .  Then a  = 
The element J T  /,-?%■ 6 c(A f), and hence K er(JT  / tr t-) € ©.
But
K e r ( y ^  / i r t) =  {r E f? : / ^ ' ( r ) =  0} =  {r E f? : / t (r t)r =  0}
i i t
=  r.ann(^~^ m ,!'; +  t  (Af)) =  r.ann(a)
i
Hence r.ann(o:) E ©.
(2 =>■ 3). Suppose n  (M ) / t  (u (Af)) is ©-discrete, and let ]TL 
st- E d(A f). Let a =  r . a n n ( m ^ S i  +  t(u (A f) ) )  E ©, and let b =  
r.ann(]TL m ^ i  <g> st). We are going to prove that aR C b and applying 
the previous lemma and T l, we would obtain b E ©.
Let a E a and r , s E R . Then Y l i m irisia ^ t ( u (Af))5 so ^hat 
]T)t- miriSiar =  0. Now
(^~^ m tTi <g> s,-)ars =  m t-7’is ,ar (g> s =  0,
I t
and a rs  E b. This proves tha t b D aR2 - a f? and tha t b E ©.
(3 => 1). Suppose d  (Af) is ©-discrete, and let f  : R  —$■ M / t  (M) .  
We have to prove th a t K er(/) E ©. Let r  E f?, r  =  where
ri,s,-,fi E f?. Let mi E M  be elements such that jf (ri) — mi -f t  (M ). 
Then
(K er(/) : r) =  {a E R : ra  E K er(/)}  =  {a E f? ; / ( / ’)a =  0}
=  {a E f? : mii'iSia E t  (M )}
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D {a G R  : /   ^m tr xsta — 0}
t
3  {a G m ,r, ® 5x)a =  0}
t
=  r .a n n ( \  m tr t- <8> st) € 0 .
This proves that (K er(/) : r) G 0  for all r  G 15!, and then using T4 
we deduce tha t Ker( / )  G 0 . □
PROPOSITION 3.51. There is a bijective correspondence between:
(1) Right Gabriel topologies on R.
(2) Hereditary torsion theories for  CMod-R.
(*2) Hereditary torsion theories for  Mod-/?.
(**2) Hereditary torsion theories for  DMod-/?.
(3) Left exact radicals for  CMod-/?.
(*3) Left exact radicals for  Mod-/?.
(**3) Left exact radicals for  DMod-/?.
PROOF. If we find the bijective correspondence between (1 .) ,  (2.)  
and (3.), then we can find all the other ones. If 0  is a Gabriel topol­
ogy on /?, the corresponding torsion class is the class of 0-discrete 
modules, and this class of modules is well behaved with respect to the 
equivalences between the categories because of the previous proposi­
tion. The equivalence between (2.) and (3.) has already been proved 
in Proposition 3.46.
Now we only have to find the bijective correspondence between (1.) 
and (*2.). Suppose 0  is a Gabriel topology on /?, and let T  be the 
class of 0-discrete modules on Mod-/?.
Let Mi G T. We have to prove that ]J[ Mi G T. Consider the module
M i .  This module is the same if we calculate it on Mod-/? or in Mod-A 
because if all M i  G Mod-/?, then Mt- calculated in Mod-A is in 
Mod-/?. Let (m t- )*£/ e  LLe/ Mi and define / 0 =  {i G /  : m; ^  0}. This 
set is finite, r.ann((m ,j;G/) =  f1te/0r.ann(m t). The ideal r.ann(m,j-) G 0  
because M{  G T, so that n jG/0r.ann(m t) G 0  using condition T2 several 
times. Thus Lite/ ^ ^
Let M g  T and 77 : M  —>■ N  be an epimorphism, i.e. Coker(7/) G T.
Let n  £ N  and r  G R  and note tha t (r.annn : r) =  {s G R  : r s  G
r.annra} =  {5 G R  : n r s  =  0}. The element n r  G N R  C Im(?7) and
therefore we can find m  G M  such tha t r/(m) =  n r .  If m s  = 0 for some 
s  G /?, then r j ( m ) s  = n r s  — 0, therefore r.ann(m ) C (r.annn  : r) , and 
this is true for all r  G /?. Then using T4 and tha t R  G 0  we deduce 
tha t r.annn G 0 . Thus N  G T.
Let M g  T and iV be a submodule of M. Then N  is a submodule 
in the category Mod-A and then N  is a subset of M. If n G N  C M , 
then r.ann(n) G 0  because M G T.
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Consider the following short exact sequence in Mod-F:
0 ------ ► L —^  M  N   ► 0
with F, N  £ T. Then Ker(»;)/Im(^) £ T and N/lm(rj)  £ T. Let m  £ 
Af, we have to prove that r.ann(m ) £ 0 . The right ideal r.ann(?/(m)) £ 
0 ,  then fa :=  T.ann(ij(m))R £ 0 .  For all 6 £ fa, 6 =  Y u a*ri 
a{ £ r.ann(?7(ra)) and r* £ F , hence m& — The element m a, £
Ker(?/) and therefore m at-rt- £ Im(/i) and we can find an element / £ L 
such tha t Y^,m airi — f ( 0 - The ideal r.annmfa =  r.ann(/z(/)) — r.ann(/) 
because g  is a monomorphism. Then (r.ann(m ) : b) =  r.ann(mfa) =  
r.ann(/) £ 0 .  We have proved that for all b £ fa, (r.ann(m ) : 6) £ 0  and 
using T4, tha t r.ann(m ) £ 0 .  Thus T is a torsion class for a hereditary 
torsion theory.
Conversely, let (T , T)  be a torsion theory in Mod-R.  We define
0  =  {a < F : Horn#(72/a, F ) = 0 VF £ ¥}.
We are going to see first that a £ 0  if and only if t ^ afly £ T. We 
shall use both characterizations whenever necessary.
If a £ 0 ,  suppose £  T. Then there exists h : > F
(F  £ IF and h ^  0). If we consider i \ R/a —¥ t ^y"y, then h o t =  0
and this means that we have a morphism h : Coker(t) —> F . But 
Coker(f.) =  0 and F  £ Mod-F. This proves that h — 0 and therefore 
h — 0.
Conversely, if t £ T, let h : R /a  —> F  be a F-homomorphism 
with F  £ ¥. h ( t (R/a) )  =  0 because h (t (F /o ) )F  =  0 and F  £ M od-F, 
and therefore h induces h : Im(^) —> F . But h : t ^ nQy -*  F  has to be
the 0 morphism, then h = 0 and therefore h — 0 as we claimed.
We have to check tha t 0  is a right Gabriel Topology for F.
T l Suppose a £ 0  and a < fa, then there exists an epimorphism 
p : R/a —> F/fa. If we have h : F/fa —> F with h ^  0, F  £ BT, 
then h o p :  R/ a  —^ F  is not 0 because p is an epimorphism, a 
contradiction. Thus fa £ 0 .
T2 Suppose a and fa belong to 0 ,  and consider the canonical monomor­
phism j  : R/ a  fl fa -» R/ a  ® F/fa,
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R R
The morphism t ^ j )  is a monomorphism, and T7«T ® ^
HvJ V "b" J
T. Then v G T and a fl b G 0 .
I, aflb /
T3 Suppose a  € 0  and that r  G F. The left multiplication by r
induces an exact sequence in Mod-A =  MOD-/?,
0 —y ( a  ’ r) ■—^ R —y R/a,
and then R/(a  : r) <  R/ a , this means tha t t -1 ( R / (o : r)) < 
G T and using tha t T is closed under subobjects, t ~1(R/(a : 
r)) G T and (a : r) G 0  as we claimed.
T4 Suppose a  is a right ideal such that ( a  : 6) G 0  for all 6 G b for
some b G 0 . We consider the exact sequence
0 —> b/a D b —)■ R/a  —> R/{a +  b) —> 0
We are going to check that m  (b/ a  D b) and m ( / ? / ( a  +  b) )  =  
t ~1(R/(a +  b) )  are in T. If this holds, applying tha t m  is an 
exact functor3, then the sequence
0 —M il ( b /c i  n  b) —> t _1(/?/a) —> t ~1(R/(a T b) )  —> 0
is exact ( in Mod-R ) and as T is closed under extensions, G
T and a G 0- Then let us prove the claim.
t - 1 ( / ? / a +  b) is in T because b <  a-f- b and T l.
S uppose h : m  (b /(a  H b))  —>■ F ,  F  G BT, and i  : ^  ->  ^ /T  \
is the projection. We are going to prove that for all r G R  and 
6 G b, h(t(br +  a  Pi b) )  — 0. Suppose that this does not happen 
for some 6 G b and r  G R. Then consider the morphism induced 
by left multiplication by 6, R  —y b / ( a f l  b) .  The kernel of this 
morphism is ( a f l  b : 6) =  ( a  : 6) G 0 ,  and then we have a 
F-monomorphism (i : R/ (a  : 6) —► b / ( f i  f l  b) .  The composition 
h o i o (i : R/ ( a  : 6) —)■ F  carries r  to 6 (t(/i(r))) =  h(i(rb +  a Pi 
b ) )  7^  0. But this is a contradiction because ( a  : 6) G 0 .  Then 
6 ( t ( ( b / ( a n  b ) ) F ) )  =  0 and therefore h(i(b/aC\ b))R C t  (F)  =  0. 
This proves that h o c — 0. Let x G t - 1 ( b / a  f l  b) and r  G R> 
Then xr  G b / a  f l  b and h(xi') =  0. As this can be done for all 
r G R, h(x)  G t  (F ) =  0 for every x. This proves h — 0, as we 
claimed.
□
3In this proof we use the functor t 1 instead of in  everytime that the module 
considered is unitary. For this kind of modules both functors coincide.
CHAPTER 4 
M orita  T heory
We shall fix the following notation for the whole chapter. R  and R' 
will be idempotent rings, A  and A ' rings with identity such th a t R  is 
a two-sided ideal of A  and R' is a two sided ideal of A*.
1. F u n c to rs  B etw een  th e  C a teg o rie s
PROPOSITION 4 .1 .  Let a1 Pa, A'Pa be bimodules and <p : P  —»■ P a 
bimodule homomorphism . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. Hom/i(y?, —) is a natural equivalence between the functors H o m ^ P , —) 
and H oiru(P , —) from  CM od-P to Ab.
2. <p ® a ~  Is a natural equivalence between the functors P  — and 
P  <SU — from  P-DMod to Ab.
3. Ker(c^) and Coker(y>) are in T.
PR O O F. The condition (3 ) implies the conditions (1 ) because of 
Lemma 3 .1 9  and the condition (2 ) because of Lemma 3 .2 1 .
Suppose condition (1) holds. Then for all M  £ CM od-P,
H o rn ,^ ,  M )  : H o itu (P , M )  —> H oitu(P , M )  
is an isomorphism. Now
Ker(HomJ4(</?, M)) = { f  : P' —¥ M  : f  cup = 0} = Hom^fCoker(97), M )
If HomJ4(Coker((/?), M ) = 0 for all M  € CMod-P, then Homx (Coker (y>), c (Coker(y>)) 
0 and then c (Coker(^)) =  0 and Coker(<^) € T.
Consider the following diagram:
<pk (pck
0  I<er(v?) ------ -  P  ------► Im(y?) ------ *- 0
K^er(v>) i p lfkc
c (Ker(</?))------ »-c (P)-*-----
c (cpk) hP
Using the surjectivity of Hom ^f^, c (P )) we can find a morphism 
hp : P  — c (P ) such that hpotp =  tp, and then 0 =  hpo<poipk =  LP o(pk
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and then c (tpk) o ^Ker(^ ) =  0- But c (cpk) is a monomorphism. Then 
K^er(^ >) =  0- But this is true if and only if Ker(y>) € 7.
Suppose now tha t (2) holds, then for all M  £ P-DM od, the mor­
phism
(p <g>A M  : P M  —>• P ®a M
is an isomorphism. The condition epimorphism implies P/lm(<p)®A
M  =  0. If we apply this to R  ®a R-> then P/Im(y>) <SU R  ®a P  =  0 
and then (P/Im (<p))P =  0 and Coker(cp) — P/Im(<^>) € 7 .  Suppose 
Ker(cp) 0  T. Then d  (Ker(y>)) ^  0. But we know that d  (Ker(v?)) =  
Ker(<p) ®a R  ®A R  and
Ker (<p ®a R® a R) = I E
t i
If J E  P i ® r i ® s i € d  (Ker(y>)) \  {0} then J E  Pi ® ri ® S{ ^  Ker(y? ® a 
P  ® a R) \  {0} and this is not possible, because R ® a R  € P-DM od and 
<j> ®a R  <8U R  is an isomorphism. □
In the next two corollaries we shall deduce that if we chose the 
bimodules inside the categories CMod-P and DMod-P, then they have 
a certain uniqueness property.
COROLLARY 4 .2 .  Let P and P be (A \  A)-bimodules such that Pa , Pa £ 
DM od-P, and let <p : P —¥ P be a bimodule homomorphism. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent:
1. HomJ4(<^ , —) is a natural equivalence between the functors H o m ^ P , — 
and H o m ^ P , —) from  CM od-P to Ab.
2. (p®A~ is a natural equivalence between the functors P ® a ~  and 
P  ®U — from  P-DMod to Ab.
3. <p is an isomorphism.
PROOF. These conditions are equivalent to Ker (ip) and Coker((£>) in
7 . But both are unitary modules using Proposition 2.41 and Ker(t/?) =
0 and Coker(c^) =  0. □
COROLLARY 4 .3 .  Let P and P be A)-bimodules such that Pa , Pa € 
CM od-P, and let ip : P  —» P  be a bimodule homomorphism. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent:
1. HomJ4(c ,^ —) is a natural equivalence between the functors Hoitia(P, — 
and HomJ4(P , —) from  CM od-P to Ab.
2. a — is a natural equivalence between the functors P ®a — and 
P  ®a — from  P-DM od to Ab.
3. (p is an isomorphism.
PROOF. These conditions are equivalent to Ker(</?) and Coker(^) 
in T. But both are torsion-free modules using Proposition 2.30 and 
Ker(<p) =  0 and Coker(<£>) =  0. □
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COROLLARY 4 .4 .  Let P be a (A', A)-bimodule. Then the following 
functors are equivalent:
H on u (c  ( P ) , - )  ~  HoniA(P , - )  ~  HomA(d (P ) , - )
C (P ) 0,4 -  ~  P® A ^  d (P ) 0A —
PROOF. W e on ly  have to  apply  th e fact th at th e  canon ical hom o- 
m orphism s d (P ) —► P  and P  —> c (P ) given in P rop osition  2.29 and  
P rop osition  2.38 are b im od u le  hom om orphism s and have torsion  kernel 
and cokernel. □
P r o p o s i t i o n  4 .5 .  Let a1 Pa be a bimodule and let
fi : P ' 0j4' P  —^ P  
r' ® p  i—^ r'p
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. HomA(P, —) is a functor between CM od-P and CM od-P'.
2. P  — is a functor between P-DMod and P '-DM od.
3. Ker(^) and Coker(/i) are in O'.
PROOF. C ondition  (1) is equivalent to  th e follow ing con d ition ,
VM € CMod-P, HomA(P, M) <E CMod-P/
VM G CM od-P,H om A,(P ',H om A(P ,M )) ~  HomA(P ,M )
VM € CM od-P, HomA(P ' ®A/ P, M) ~  HomA(P, M)
VM G CM od-P, HomA(^, M) : HomA(P, M) -> HomA(P ' ®A, P, M)
is an isom orphism
and using Proposition 4.1, this is equivalent to Ker (fi) and Coker(^) 
in O'.
The condition (2) is equivalent to the following condition,
VM G P-DMod, P ® A M  e  P'-DM od 
VM g  P-DMod, R! ® A , P ® a M  ~  P  ®A M  &
VM € P-D M od,f i®AM  : R!®a>P®a M  -» P ® AM  is an isomorphism
and using Proposition 4.1 , this is equivalent to Kev(fi) and Coker(fi) 
in O'. □
COROLLARY 4 .6 .  Let AiPA be a bimodule such that fi : R 1 ®A> P —¥
P  has Ker(/u) and Coker(fi) in O'. Then
1. HomA(/z, —) is a natural equivalence between the functors HomA(P, - 
CM od-P CM od-P' and HomA(P ' ®A, P ,~ )  : CM od-P 
CM od-P'.
2. fj, ®A — is a natural equivalence between the functors P  ®A — : 
P-DM od —^ P'-DM od and R ' ^ aiP ^ a — : P-DM od — P'-DM od.
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2. M orita  C ontexts and Equivalences
In this chapter we want to study the equivalences between the cat­
egories CMod-/? and CMod-/?' (or equivalently Mod-/? ~  Mod-/?' or 
DMod-/? c* DMod-/?') for two idempotent rings R  and /?'. For these 
category equivalences we are going to find bimodules a 1 P a  and a Q a > 
such tha t the following functors are equivalences:
Hom ^jP, —) : CMod-/? -> CMod-/?' HomJ4/(<3, —) : CMod-/?' —> CMod-/?
P ® A -  : R-DMod /?'-DMod Q ®A> -  : /?'-DMod -> /?-DMod
Homi»(P, —) : /?'-CMod —> /?-CMod H om ^Q , —) : /?-CMod /?'-CMod
— (g)^ / P  : DMod-/?' —>• DMod-/? — Q : DMod-/? —> DMod-/?'
If the bimodules have to satisfy all these properties, we can choose 
the bimodule tha t P  £ DMod-/? and i?'-DMod, and the bimodule 
Q G DMod-/?' and /?-DMod. This is the reason we are going to add 
this conditions to the definition of a M orita context.
PROPOSITION 4 . 7 .  Let a Q a ' iA 1 P a  bimodules such that Q a < £ D M o d - / ? ' , ^ ^  
/?-DMod; Pa € DMod-/? and a»P £ /?'-DMod. Let (— ) : Q x P  -4-
fl, [ -  H  : P  x Q R1 be mappings. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
1. ^  p  p , ^  is a ring with the sum defined componentwise and 
the product
(  ri q\ \  (  r2 Q2 \  =  f  n r 2 +  (<?i,P2) n q 2 +  qir'i \
V Pi Pi )  V P2 r'2 )  \  p ir2 +  r 'ip 2 [pi, £2] +  r ' i r '2 )
2. [— ] is A'-bilinear A-balanced, ( — , —•) is A-bilinear A'-balanced 
and the following associativity conditions hold:
{q,p)q =  q[p,q\ [p,# =
for  all p ,p  in P and q,q in Q.
P r o o f . Note first tha t
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Then, the distributivity of multiplication over addition on the right 
is equivalent to the additivity of (—, —) and [— ] in their first vari­
ables. The other distributivity law is equivalent to the additivity in 
the second variables.
If we apply the definition of the multiplication to the equalities 
given by the associativity of the multiplication
q i  \  /  r2 <72 (  r3 q 3  A _
Pi r't J  \ P 2 r '2 J  J  \  P3 r'3 J
(  n  q i  \  ( (  r2 q 2 \  (  r3 q 3  \ \
V Pi r'i J VV P2 r'2 J  \ P z  r'3 / /
we obtain the following relations
(^ i,P 2 )i,3 +  (^ i?2 ,Pa) +  (<7i r '2 ,p 3) =  ri((72,p 3) +  (<71, p 2r3) +  { q i , r ' 2p 3)
(*?1) P2)^3 =  ^l[P2,^3]
[P1,?2]P3 = P l f e , P 3)
[ p i r 2 , <7s] +  K 1 P 2 ,  <7s ]  +  [ p i ,  q2y 3 =  [ p i ,  r 2p 3 ] +  \ p i , q 2r'z\  -1- r \ \ p 2, <7s]
T h ese con d itions are satisfied  if (2) holds. N ow  if  we su p p ose that  
th e  previous cond itions hold  and we apply th e a d d itiv ity  o f  ( —, —) and  
[—, —] we can m ake for exam p le  in th e first relation  p2 =  0  and <72 =  0 
and w e ob ta in  (<7ir '2 ,p 3) =  (<71, iJ2p 3) ‘ In th is way we can find all th e  
fo llow ing relations:
(<7, pr) =  (</, p)r (rq , p) =  r (<7, p)
[p, qr '] = [p, q]r' [r'p, q] = r'\p, q]
(qrf, p) = (q, r'p) [pr, q] = [p, rq]
(q i p)P = q[p,p] lp,q]q = p{q,q)
This relations prove tha t [—, —] is /^'-bilinear /^-balanced and (—, —) 
is iT-bilinear ^-balanced . In order to prove that they satisfy this prop­
erties for A  and A \  but this is clear using that P  and Q are unitary
on both sides. □
If the equivalent conditions of Proposition 4.7 hold, then the map­
pings (—, —) and [—, —] (called the pairings) define bimodule homo-
morphisms <p : Q (g)^ / P R  and ip : P Q —» R'.
D e f in i t io n  4 .8 . A Morita context is a six-tuple (i?, /£', JP, Q , 92, ip) 
satisfying the conditions given in proposition 4.7. The associated ring 
R  O \p ™ ) is called the Morita ring of the context. The ideals cp(Q®P)P R ’ /
and ip(P (g> Q) are called the trace ideals of the context.
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REMARK 4.9 . Let (R , P ', P, Q, p, 6e a Morita context. PAerc f/ie
irace ideals are two sided ideals of R  and R!.
PROOF. The trace ideals are two sided ideals because Q ® P  and 
P ® Q  are bimodules and p, ip are bimodule homomorphisms. □
Associated with any M orita context (P , P ', P, Q y p, ip) are eight na t­
ural maps:
[*, - ]  :P H om ^fQ , P ') (*, - )  :Q -> HornA(P, R)
p ^ [ p > ~ ]  q*- *( q , - )
[—, *] :Q -> H o m ^ P , R') (—, *) :P  -* H onu(Q , P )
9 P • -> ( - )P)
R  —> End^^((5) P  —> E n d ^ P )
7’ i—y [q i—y rq) (pi-> p?')
P ' -> E ikU (P) R! -> E n d ^ Q )
m ( p 4  ,sp) $ (q (-)• gs)
We are specially interested in the contexts for which p  and if are 
epimorphisms. This contexts have several ” beautiful” properties, and 
we are going to give one of them.
P r o p o s i t i o n  4.10. Let  (P ,  P ', P,Q,p, ip)  be a Morita context. Then 
the bimodules P ®a Q and Q ®a' P satisfy P Q <8U' R' — P  Q 
and Q ®a> P ® a  R  — Q ®a>  P.
I f  p  and ip are epimorphisms, then the morphisms p  ® a  R  : Q ®A‘
P  —> P  <gu P  and ip P' '• P  Q Rf ®a> R' are isomorphisms.
PROOF. The first part is clear because P  ~  P  ®a R and Q ~
Q ®a> R'•
In the second part, the proof is symmetric, and we only have to 
prove it for p.
As P  is unitary, the functor — <gu P  is the same as the functor 
d . This functor preserves epimorphisms, and therefore p  ®a R is an 
epimorphism. Note tha t Q ®a> P  6  DM od-P and P  ® a  R G DM od-P, 
so if we apply Proposition 2.41 we obtain tha t Ker(y? ®a P ) is unitary. 
Let kiri G K er^C g^P) with k{ G K e r^ ig ^ P )  for all i. The elements 
ri G P  == Im(<£>), and therefore we can find elements pij G P  and qij G Q 
such tha t r{ — ® Pij)' For the elements kiKer(p  0  a P) =
Ker (9? ®a P ) P  we can find also qa 6  Q, pu € P  and f t-f G P  such tha t
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Therefore, if we apply the canonical epimorphism R  ® a  R  R  we 
deduce vKflit 0  pu)ru =  0 . Then
y :  h r ,  =  qit 0  Pi tr ifp ( q i j  0  pi j )  
i ,j,t
= ^  0) ip (Pur  a 0 9u)P«'j
= quip (purit 0  <?u) 0  Pu
=  ^  0  p u r u ) q i j  0  P u  =  0
This proves that Ker(cp 0 a P) =  0 as we claimed. □
We are going to define the composition of contexts.
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let R,R ' and R" be idempotent rings, A, A* 
and A" rinqs with identity such that R  is a two sided ideal o f A. R f of 
A' and P " o f A".
Given two Morita contexts1
Q x  P -+ P  P x  Q R f
and
V  x  [/ P ' P  x  P  -> P"
the new pairings
( —> ~ )  : W  0 A ' V) x  (U  0 a '  P) - *  P  (<7 0  w ,«  0  p) :=  (? , (n , «)p) 
and
(U 0 a ; P) X (Q 0 a ' V) P" [« 0  p, q  0  v] :=  [«, [p, g]v]
define a new context between the rings R  and R” . I f
p  : Q 0A ' P ~ > R ip \ P ® a Q  Rr
f  : V 0  a" P  Rf (  : U ®Af V  R! 1
S : (U ®A> P) ® a  (Q ® a > V)  -» P" c : (Q ® a > V) ® a » (U ®A‘ P ) -* R
are the induced pairings, then the trace ideals are
Im(£) =  ( ( U  ® a > 4>(P 0 a Q )V)  Im(e) — p(Q  0 a» 0  a" U)P).
IW ith the additional properties that we are assuming for all Morita contexts 
given in Proposition 4.7, i.e.
Q ® A‘ R'  ~ Q  R ® a Q ~ Q
P  &a R — P  R'  <S>,4' P  — P
U ® A< R f ~ U  R" ® a » U ~ U
V  ® Au R" ~ V R ' ® Ai V ~ V
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Furthermore, i f  the first two contexts satisfy that p }%b, f  and f  are 
epimorphisms} then S and t  are epimorphisms.
PROOF. T h e  b im odu les Q 0 a ' V  and U 0 a ' P  satisfy
Q ®A> v  ® A "  R ” — Q 0U' V  R ® a Q  ®a' V  — Q <8)A' v  
U ® a> P ® a R ^ U  <8)A/ P  P " ®a" U 0  a# P  — U ®a> P
because of the associativity of tensor products.
To prove tha t the new context satisfy the other properties of Propo­
sition 4.7 it can be checked directly as can the computation of Im(e) 
and Im(£).
The last claim is also clear because all the modules are unitary. □
P r o p o s it io n  4 .1 2 .  The property ”R is related with R' if  and only 
i f  there exists a Morita context between R  and R! with epimorphisms”, 
is an equivalence relation.
PROOF. Let P  b e an id em p oten t ring. T hus tak ing  P  =  Q —
R  0  a R  and the pairings
cp =  0 : (R ® a R) 0 a (R ® a R) -» R
(r 0  s) 0  (t 0  u) i->- rstu
define a M orita context between R  and R .
If (P , P ', P, Q, cp, if) is a M orita context with epimorphisms, then 
(P ', R , Q, P, <p) is a Morita context with epimorphisms.
If (P , P ', P, Q, cp, ip) and (R ', P", £/, V, C, £) are M orita contexts with 
epimorphisms, then the composition defined in the previous proposition 
(P , P", U ®a> P,Q  0A' V,<£, e) is a Morita context with epimorphisms 
between P  and P " . □
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let (P , P', P ,Q yp,tp) be a Morita context. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent:
1 . The functors
HornA{ P ,~ ) :  CM od-P CM od-P'
H o n u i(< 3 ,-) : CM od-P' CM od-P
are inverse category equivalences.
2. The functors
Horn a '( P ,~ ) :  P'-CM od -> P-CM od 
Hom/1( Q , - ) :  P-CM od -> P'-CM od
are inverse category equivalences.
3. The functors
P  0 A -  : P-DMod —> P'-DM od
Q CU' — : P'-DM od —> P-DMod
are inverse category equivalences.
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4. The functors
— <s >a ’ P  : DMod-R! —y DM od-P
— <8>a Q : DM od-P —y DMod-/?'
are inverse category equivalences.
5. ip and ip are epimorphisms.
PROOF. First we are going to prove that (5) implies all the other
conditions. Suppose (5) holds and let Y^iqi ® p% € Ker(<p), r € P.
For this element r  we can find elements pj G P  and qj G Q such that 
r  ~  p ( 2 j  9i ® Pi)> an<^  I161106
qi ® hi)r =  qi ® Pi<p^  ® f t )
i Li
hi Li
=  X  <8> Pt)?i ® Pj =  9* ® Pi) X T  ® Pi =  0
Li i j
On the other hand we also have r ( J T  Qi®Pi) =  0 . This proves that
Ker(<p)P =  0 =  PKer(<p). For ip the proof is similar, and we obtain
K er(^ )P ' =  R'Kev(ip) = 0.
Using the fact tha t Ker(<p), Coker(y?), Ker(-0) and Coker (ip) are 
torsion on both sides, we can apply Proposition 4.1 and its dual to 
deduce
1.1
Homj4(P ,-)o H o m j4,(Q ,--) =  Rom A>(P®AQ, - )  : CM od-P' CM od-P'
is equivalent to the functor H onU '(P ', —) =  idcMod-R' by the 
natural equivalence Hom^/(ip, —).
1.2
H o m ^ Q , ™ )oHonu(P, —) =  Hom,4(Q(SU'P> —) : CM od-P CM od-P
is equivalent to the functor Hom ^fP, —) =  idcMod-R by the nat­
ural equivalence HomA(<p> — )•
2.1
H o m ^ P , —)oHomJ4((5 , —) =  Hom ^Q& U'P, ~ ) : P-CM od —> P-CM od
is equivalent to the functor H o n u (P , —) =  id^cMod by the nat­
ural equivalence Hom>i(cp, —).
2.2
H oitu(Q , — )oHomJ4/(P, —) =  Homx'(P<8)AQj ~ ) : P'-CM od —> P'-CM od
is equivalent to the functor Horn^'(P ', —) =  id#/_cMod by the 
natural equivalence H om ^tp, —).
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3.1
(P  <gu - )  o (Q - )  = P ®A Q ®A> -  : ft'-DMod -5> ft'-DMod
is equivalent to the functor R' ®a ‘ ~~ = id /^.DMod by the natural 
equivalence if) ®a> — .
3.2
(Q 0 A f —) ° (P  —) =  Q ®Af P  ®a — •* ft-DMod -T ft-DMod
is equivalent to the functor R  (gu — =  id^.DMod by the natural 
equivalence ip ®a> ~  •
4.1
( -  ®AI P) o { -  ®a Q) = ~  0A' P ® a Q :  DMod-ft' - r  DMod-R!
is equivalent to the functor — ®a> R‘ — idDMod-R' by the natural 
equivalence — ®a' ip-
4.2
(— 0  a Q) o (— 0 ^  P) — — <g)x Q ®a' P  * DMod-. f t  -> DMod-ft
is equivalent to the functor — 0 ^ ft =  idoMod-R by the natural 
equivalence — 0 ^ cp.
On the other hand, suppose (1) holds, then we have (1.1) and (1.2 ) 
and this is equivalent to Ker(<^ >), Coker(9?), Ker(ij)) and Coker(-0) tor­
sion. But Coker(</?) and Coker(i/>) are unitary, and if they are torsion, 
they have to be 0 and this is the condition (5).
W ith the others, the proof is similar. We have to use Proposition
4.1 and its dual and deduce that Coker(</?) and C o k er^ ) are torsion 
on one side or the other, and use that both are left and right unitary 
to conclude tha t they have to be 0 . □
This proposition and Proposition 2.45 say that the categories M od-ft 
and M od-ft' are also equivalent, but there are several posibilities for 
finding this equivalence. We can go through CMod-ft — CMod-ft' or 
through DM od-ft —> DMod-ft'. We have the following commutative 
diagrams:
m ; o i'c  0 H o m ^P , - )  0 c o iM 
M od-ft ------------------------------------- - M od-ft'
C O l M M
CMod-ft -------------------------------------   CMod-ft'
Horn,* (P, - )
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nV o i'c  o H o m ^P , - )  o c o 
M od-P ------------------------------------- * Mod-R!
m  o ic m 7 o i'c
CM od-P CM od-P7
H o m ^P , - )
m ' o i'D o ( - ® A Q ) o d o i M 
M od-P ------------------------------------- *■ M od-P7
d o i M d 7 o iM
DM od-P DM od-P7
Q
m 7 o i'D o ( - ® A g ) o d o i M 
M od-P ------------------------------------- *■ M od-P7
m  o iD D
DM od-P DM od-P7
- ® a Q
And something similar on the left. W hat we are going to prove is 
th a t it is the same if we go through CM od-P —> CM od-P7 or DM od-P —> 
DM od-P7.
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let R,R! be idempotent rings, and let (P , P 7, P, Q , 
be a Morita context with <p and ip epimorphisms. Then the functors 
m 7 ° ij} ° (— ®a Q) ° d o iM and m 7 o i7c  o H oitu (P , - )  o c o are 
equivalent.
PROOF. We have to find for all M  £ M od-P an isomorphism
rjM : m 7o i^ o ( —®j4 (5 )°do iM (M ) -A- rr^ o i^ o H o m ^ P , —) o c o iM(M ) 
natural in M .  First we are going to calculate these modules.
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m ' o i'D o ( - ^ ( 2 ) o d o  = m '( d  (M ) ®A Q ) .
Using Lemma 3.21 and tha t Q E P-DMod, we deduce th a t d  (M )® A 
Q — M  ®A Q , and using tha t Q E DMod-P', M  (g)A Q is in U', we have
m / (d (M )  <gu Q) — m ' (M  ®A Q) — (M  ®A Q ) / t f (M  <%A Q) 
Using similar arguments we deduce that
m' o ij-. o Homyi(P , —) o c o i\j(M ) =  u' (Hom^(P, M ) ) .
Let us define (3 : M  x Q -A H o m ^ P , M ) by
/?(m, q )  : P  -A M
p —> my?(g(g>p)
It is staightforward to check that ( 3 ( m , q )  E H o m ^P , M ) and tha t 
j3 is A '-bilinear and A-balanced. Then we have a homomorphism
eM : M  <g>A Q HornA(P, M)
We are going to prove tha t Ker(eM) =  t '  (M  (gu Q) and tha t Im(eA/) =  
u' (H o m ^P , M )).
Im(ejVf) C iT (H o m ^P , M ))  Let m r  E M  = M R  and q € Q. As <p
is an epimorphism we can find elements q i  E Q and p,- E P  such tha t 
r =  S i  ^(<7* ® pi) and then
£Af(mr ® <jf) =  £m (^ <S> rq) =  ^  eM(m (g> <p(g,- <g> pi)q)
t
=  5 3  eM(m <g) qi'tpipi ® <?)) =  ^ e M(m®#)V>(pi<8>g) € Homj*(P, M )P '
Im(cm) 2  u ; (H o m ^P , M ))  Let /  : P  —> M  and r' € PL As i/>
is an epimorphism we can find elements p,- E P  and q ,• E Q  such that 
r’ =  E i  V>(Pi ® $)• We are going to prove that f r f = e ji/(E i f(Pi)®<n):
f r ' { p )  =  / ( * ’'p) =  / ( 5 3  0  # )p )  =  f C ^ P M Q i  ®  p ) )
i i
=  ® p )  =  < ^ ( 5 3  0
i t
for all p E P .
Let J T  m t- <g> $  E t' (Af (8 u  Q). We have 
to prove th a t e M (E im * ® 9*) =  0 and for tha t let r ' E PL Now 
eA f ( E t m i ®  =  eA f ( E i m t ®  <?«r ' )  =  °* A s  t ' ( H o n u ( P , M ) )  =  0
(because P  E P'-DM od), then £m(E* m * ® Qi) — 0 as we claimed.
Ker(ejvr) 3  t' (M  (g)A Q )
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Ker(ejtf) Q t '  (M  (gU Q ) I Let ]TLm * ® ft C Ker(eAf) and r ' G P '
such tha t ]T). m t- (g> (frr' ^  0 . As ?/> is an epimorphism we can find 
elements pj G P  and G Q such that r ' — ® ft)* Then
Ylij m tVKft®PjO®ft 7^  0 and then for at least one j  we have 7?Af (Xw m i® 
qi){Pj) — ^w C ft ® Pj) /  0 and this is a contradiction.
All these facts let us define
Af ®A Q f /jt ( rj
VM : t' (A f ®a Q)  (H om /l( ’ )}
and prove tha t it is an isomorphism. The naturality of can be easily
verified.
□
3. B u ild in g  M o rita  C o n te x ts  fro m  E q u iv a len ces
Let P  and P ' be idempotent rings. In this section we shall try to 
build M orita contexts with epimorphisms from equivalences between 
the categories we have already built for R  and R'. We know tha t the 
categories
CM od-P M od-P G5- DMod-P 
are equivalent, and the same happens for P '. Therefore, if we want to 
study the equivalence between, for instance, DM od-P and DM od-P', 
we can study the equivalence between the categories CM od-P and 
CM od-P' or between M od-P and M od-P'.
In the case of idempotent rings it is better to consider the equiva­
lence between the categories CM od-P and CM od-P' because localiza­
tion techniques and the fact that these categories are quotient cate­
gories will be very helpful.
In this section we are going to use the following notation:
1. P  and P ' are idempotent rings.
2 . A  and A' are rings with identity such that P  is a two-sided ideal 
of A  and P ' of A'.
3. P  — P / t  (P) and P ' -  P ' / t '  (P ') .
4. B  = c (R )  and P ' =  c '(P ') .
5. F  : CM od-P -+ CM od-P' and G : CM od-P' -» CM od-P are 
inverse category equivalences.
L em m a  4 .1 5 .  B  =  E nd^(P ).
P r o o f . We know that B  =  H oitu( P ,  P). But P  is torsion-free so 
tha t H om ^(t ( P ) , P ) =  0. Then H o m ^ P , P) =  H o rn ^ P / t  ( P ) , P).
□
The ring P  can be considered to be inside B  via the canonical 
monomorphism P  =  P / t  (P ) —» c (P ) =  B, and with this it is true 
th a t br =  6(r). We shall use many times this inclusion. All modules in
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CMod-R  are 5-modules, 5-modules and 5-modules, and we could have 
some problems when we talk about morphisms, because they could be 
5 -homomorphisms, 5-homomorphisms or 5-homomorphisms. W hat 
we are going to do in the next lemma is to prove tha t they are the 
same in the cases we are interested in.
LEMMA 4 .1 6 .  Let 1 , 7  £ M o d -5  with Y  £ Then
H o n u p ^ y )  =  H o m j i ^ y )  =  Rom R( X ,Y )  =  HomB(X ,y )
PROOF. The proof of the fact that the first three sets are equal 
and Hom#(X, Y )  D Homg(X, F ) can be verified directly. The only 
problem is with the inclusion H om ^(X ,F ) C Horns F ). In order 
to prove tha t, let f  : X  —> Y  be an 5-homomorphism and let 6 £ 5 . 
Then for all x 6  X ,
( f(xb)  -  f{ x )b ) f  =  f (xbr)  -  f (x )b r  = 
f(xb (r))  -  f{x)b(r)  =  f(xb(r)) -  / ( 2 6 ( f ) )  =  0 
and this is true for all f  £ 5 . Using the fact tha t Y  is torsion-free we 
deduce tha t f ( x b ) =  f ( x ) b . □
We know th a t the category CM od-5 is a quotient category of 
Mod-A. We are going to see now that this category can also be seen 
as a quotient category of Mod- 5 .
P r o p o s i t i o n  4 .1 7 .  5 5  is a two sided ideal of B , which is torsion 
free and idempotent as a ring that contains 5 . I f  we denote Q =  { /  <
Bb  : R B  C / } ; then this is a Gabriel topology on B  and C M od-5 =  
M od-(£ ,£ )•
PROOF. As we have seen previously, B R  C R (bf = 6 (f ) )  and then 
B (R B )  C R B .  This proves tha t R B  is a two-sided ideal of B.
To see tha t R B  contains R  we only have to notice tha t id^ =  ljg £
B  and then R — R I b Q RB.
To see th a t R B  is idempotent, we know that R  C R B  and then 
B R  C B R B  and R B R  C (R B )2. This proves that R  = R 2 C ( R B ) 2 
and then R B  C (R B ) 2.
The ring B  is torsion-free because R  is.
To see th a t Q is a Gabriel topology, conditions T1 and T2 are 
immediate. If /  6  Q and 6 ^ 5 ,  then R  C (I  : 6) because bR C RC. I  
and using the fact tha t I  is a right ideal of B  we deduce tha t R B  C / .  
This proves T3. To prove T4 suppose /  is a right ideal of B  such that 
for some J  G Q, it is true that J ,  (I  : x) € Q- Then using the
fact th a t R  C J  we deduce tha t R  C (I  : f )  for all f  £ Ft and then
R  = ( R f  c  I.
It is clear tha t C M od-5 C M od-5. To see tha t CM od-5 =  M od-(5 , Q) 
we only have to see th a t for a module M  £ Mod-5 ,  HomJ4(5 , M ) = M  
if and only if V / £ Q, HomB(/, M )  =  M.
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For th a t we shall adopt the following notations. For all m  £ Af,
Xm : R  —¥ M  in H o m ^ P , Af) is defined as Am(r) =  m r. On the other 
hand A^ : I  —> Af in H orns( / ,  Af) is defined also as A'm(b) — mb. Define 
A : Af —> H o m ^ P , Af) and A' : Af -> H om g(f, Af) by A(m) =  Am and 
A7(m) — A^ for all m  € Af. We have to prove tha t A is an isomorphism 
if and only if A' is an isomorphism for all I  £ Q-
(=>). Suppose that for some m  € M  we have X'm =  0. Then 
m R  = 0 because P  C /  and then m R  =  0. But this implies tha t 
Xm = 0 and m  = 0 because A is an isomorphism. If /  : /  —> Af belongs 
to H orns( / ,  Af), then /  is an A-homomorphism (Af is torsion-free) and 
we can compose with the inclusion j  : P  —¥ I  and with the projection 
p : R  —y P  to obtain f o j o p : R ~ ^ M  which belongs to Honm fP, Af).
We deduce th a t there exists an m  £ Af such tha t ( /  o j  o p)(r) = m r  
for all r  £ R  and then / ( f )  =  m r  for all f  £ P . Suppose tha t for some 
x £ I  we have / ( z )  7  ^ ma;. Then /(&’) — rnx £ t  (M ) because for all 
r  £ P , (/(a;) — ma;)r =  /(a :r) — m x r  = 0 (xr £ P  for all r  E R  and 
b £ B), then /(.-r) =  AJ^a:) for all x £ I. This proves tha t A7 is an 
isomorphism.
(<t=). Suppose Am =  0 for some m £ M. Then R  < r.anng(m ) £ Q 
and this is not possible unless m  = 0 because Horns(r.annjg(m), Af) =
Af. To see tha t A is surjective let /  : R  —> Af belong to H o m ^ P , Af).
For all b : P  —7 P  in B  we define /  : R B  —> Af in H orng(PB , Af) by 
f ( ( r  +  t  (P))&) := f(r)b.  The morphism /  is well defined because if 
r e t  (R) then / ( r )6 <E t  (M ) =  0.
For this /  we can find m  £ M  such that f i f b )  — m fb  for all rb £ R B  
and then / ( r )  =  m r  for all r £ R. □
LEMMA 4.18 . P  — G(B') and Q =  F (B )  are bimodules such that 
Pa and Qa> are generators of the categories CM od-P and CM od-P' 
and the functors F  and G are, up to natural isomorphisms, F  ~
Horna(B, —) and G ca H o m ^ Q , —).
P r o o f .  Using the category equivalence we see tha t B '  =  E ndg(Pg) 
and B  =  Endg^Q g/). This gives the bimodule structure for P  and Q.
They are generators because B  and B ’ are.
Let M  £  CM od-P. Then F( M)  = Horng,(B', F{M ))  =  Horng(G(B'), G (F (M )))  
H orng(P, Af), and the same holds for G. □
LEMMA 4 .19 . For all X  £ M od-B, z/H om g(P, X )  =  0 then X R B  =
0 .
P r o o f .  Suppose X R B  ^  0 and H om g(P ,X ) =  0. As B  £
CMod-R  and Pg is a generator of CM od-P we can find an epimor­
phism (in CM od-P) q : p W  —> B , i.e, Coker(q)PB =  0. Let x £ X  
and f  £ R  such tha t xr  ^  0 and consider Ax : B  X  (Ax (b) = xb).
As Coker(q )R B  =  0, r =  l g r  £ Im (q) and we can find elements 
{Vi)iei C P (/) such tha t g((z/i)ie/) -  r. Then (Xx o q)((yi)iei) =  xr  ^  0
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and we have found a nonzero morphism Xx o q : P ^  —>■ X , but this is 
a contradiction to H om jg(P,X) =  0 . □
Lemma 4.20. Q =  { /  <  B b : QR! C IQ } and G' = { J  < B'b , : 
P i?  C J P } .
PROOF. Let us denote i : CM od-P -A M od-P be the canonical 
inclusion.
The functor
HomA'( 0 ,  —) o i : CM od-P' -> Mod -P 
has two left adjoints
c o (— (gi  ^ Q) : M od-P —>• CM od-P'
and
H o m ^ P , ~ ) o c : M od-P CM od-P'
The first is a left adjoint because c is a left adjoint of i and — 0 ^ Q 
is a left adjoint of Hoiru/((5, —). The second is a left adjoint because 
of the equivalence.
Using the uniqueness of the adjunction, we deduce tha t for all 
X  € M od-P, Hom,4(P , c (X) )  ~  c (X  Q) and then we claim that 
X R B  = 0 if and only if (X  0 ^ Q )R 'B ' — 0.
To see why this is the case, suppose (X  0 ^ Q )P /P / =  0. Then 
HomJ4(P , c (X )) =  0 and using the previous lemma we deduce that 
c (X) R B  = 0 and then c (X) =  0 and X R B  = 0.
On the other hand suppose X R B  = 0. Then c (X ) =  0 and 
H o itu (P , c  (X )) =  0. Hence c (X  0 ^ Q) =  0 and hence (X  0 ^ 
Q)R!B' = 0.
If we apply this fact to compute the Gabriel topology, we obtain
G = { I s  < B b : ( P / / ) P P  =  0} =  { /  : ( ( P / / )  0  Q )P 'P ' =  0}
-  { /  : (Q /I Q ) R 'B ' =  0} =  { / : QR! C IQ }
as we have claimed. The result for G‘ is obtained because of the sym­
metry. □
C o r o l l a r y  4 .21. P R  C R 'P  and Q R ' c  R Q .
P r o o f . By Lemma 4.20. □
The bimodules P  and Q are going to be used to build the M orita 
context, but they are not exactly the modules tha t appear. We are 
going to build a context between the rings P  and P ' with identity and 
from this we shall find one for P  and PL
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PROPOSITION 4.22. The bimodules P and Q establish a Morita 
context between the rings B  and B ' , namely (B, B f, P , Q, (p, if)), such 
that ft  C and ft' C Im(i/>).
PROOF. Using Lemma 4.18 we know that F  ~  H orne(P, —), and 
then Q — F (B )  ~  H om £(P, B). We also have the same fact in the 
case of G, Q = Hom#(.P, B). W ith this we can define <p(q ® p) = q{p) 
and t/?(p®#) =  p{q)> Using this definition it is straightforward to prove 
th a t (ft, B ', P , Q, V?, V?) is a Morita context. Therefore we only have to 
prove the last conditions.
As P  is a generator in CMod-ft, we can find an epimorphism h : 
PW  -> B  in CMod-ft (i.e. {B flm (h ))R  =  Coker(h)R  =  0). Then 
for all r  £ ft there exists (pi)iei € P ^  such that r  =  h((pi)iei). If we 
denote by ji : P P ^  the canonical inclusions, then hoji : P  —> B  are 
elements in Q and f  ~  ]TL <p(h o jft- ® pi). This proves tha t ft C Im(t^). 
The proof for $  is similar. □
PROPOSITION 4.23. Consider the canonical homomorphisms
r} : R! 0 Ai ft' P R ® A R  —> P
rf ® s ' ( & p ® s ( 2) r  (-)■ r's'psr
e : R ® A R ® A P ®At ft' ft' P
r ® 5 ® p ® s '® r '  rsps'jJ
Then Ker(^), Coker(^) £ T and I<er(e), Coker(e) £ 0“'.
PROOF. Let p £ ft, £ ,r,s  £ ft. The element pt £ P R  C f t 'P  =  
f t '2P  and we can find elements r'-, s'- £ ft' and pj £ P  such that 
pt =  ]T\ Tlien
=  SJr 'jp3rs  =  TKsj ® ® p ® 7’ ® s) £ Im (77)
3 3
This proves tha t Coker(?7)ft =  Coker(?7)ft3 =  0.
In order to prove that Kev(rj) £ T, we shall make some abuse of 
the language in the following sense: if we consider an element of the 
form p(q)r 's \  this element is in ft', but we would like to consider it in 
ft', and for th a t we would have to assign a unique element of ft'. The 
element q(p)r' = w1 -j- t  (ft') for some it?' £ ft'. The element tha t we 
assign to p (g)r's ' is u>'s'. We have to prove that this element is not 
dependent on the element it;'. Suppose it?' +  t  (ft') — v' +  t  (ft')- Then 
(it/ — v')s' — 0 and tt/s ' =  i/s '. The same holds for ft.
Let ]jT\ <s{ ® ® pi ® r t- ® S{ £ Ker(^). Then sjrj*ptris t- =  0. We
have to prove tha t for all r £ ft, Yli s[ ® rj <g> pi <%> ri <g> Sj-r =  0. If 
we prove this for certain elements in ft such tha t any element in ft is 
a finite sum of elements of this type, it is clear tha t we would have 
obtained what we need. The special type of elements are the elements 
of the form tuvw x  with t , u , v , w , x  £ ft and t +  t  (ft) =  q*{u'v'w'p*)
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with q* £  (§, p* £ P , u ',v ' ,w ' £ R!. We have to prove first tha t all 
the elements in R  are a finite sum of elements of this type. But this 
is clear, first because R  is idempotent, and then R  is sum of products 
t i t 2uvwx  with t \ , t 2 ,u^V)W £ R , and second because the condition 
 ^i — 1 (P ) £ R  C Im(<y?) gives tha t t\ is a finite sum of elements of the 
form q(p), and the element pt2 £ P R  Q R 'P  = R ,SP  so tha t M 2+ t  (P) 
is a sum of elements of the form ^(u'v'w'p).
Let t, n, v, Wj x £ R  with t +  t  (R) =  Then
sj ® r\ ® pi ® Ti ® Si)tuvwx  — sj- ® r\ ® pirisRuv ® w ® x. 
i i
The module P  is a P-m odule, and therefore its P-module structure 
comes from the identification of P  C B  and it is the same to multiply 
by t or by t -f t  (P ). Thus we have
y  sj ® r'i ® piTiSituv (g> w ® x  =  sj ® r '^ p ^ r iS i t  + 1 (R ))uv ® w ® x  
i i
=  y  si 0  i'[ ® pii'iSiq*(u*v'w'p*)uv ® w ® x 
i
=  7 ; s'- ® r[ ® pi{riSiq")u'vtw'p"uv ® w ® x. 
i
The element p,-(rt\Sig*)u' £ P ',then  we can find an element x\ £ R! 
such tha t pi(riSiq*)u' =  x'{ +  t  (P ') , and then
y  sj ® ® p i(r iSiq*)u,v t'W,p*uv ® w ® x =
i
y  s'- ® 7'J ® x\vlW*p*UV ® IV ® X — y  s'^x'p)' ® w‘ ® p* UV ® W ® X 
i i
=  y  (.s ■ r'-piViSi)(q*)uv' ® wf ® p* uv ® w ® x — 0 .
I
The proof for ij>  is similar. □
THEOREM 4.24. Let R  and R' be idempotent rings and F  : CM od-P —> 
CM od-P', G : CM od-P' CM od-P inverse category equivalences. 
Then there exists a Morita context (P , P ', P, Q, (/?, ?/>) tmi/i y?,?/’ epi- 
morphisms such that F  ~  H o m ^P , —) and G ~  H onU '((3 ,—). TYiis 
contexs induce the following equivalences
CM od-P ~  CM od-P' P-CMod -P '- C M o d
M od-P ~  M od-P' P-Mod ~  P'-M od
D M od-P ~  DM od-P' P-DMod ~  P'-DM od
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PROOF. T he m od u les th at we have to  use are P — R! <g>A' R '
P<SuP<8uP and Q =  R(&a R ® a Q®A' R ' 0 a ' R'- These modules define 
the same functors as P  and Q because of the previous proposition, 
Proposition 4.1 and its dual. The pairings are defined in the natural 
way with the composition
(R! ®  R l ® P ®  R  ® R) <g> ( R  ® R  <g> 0  ® R 1 ® R f ) P ® Q  — R '
and similarly for ip.
Then using Propositions 4.13 and 4.14 we deduce tha t the pairings 
are epimorphisms and all the categories are equivalent. □
4. S om e C o n seq u en ces  of th e  M o rita  T h e o re m s
P r o p o s i t io n  4.25. Let R  and R' be idempotent rings and (P , P ' , P, Q, '*/’) 
a Morita context with epimorphisms. Then Cen(c (R)) = Cen(c/ (R ')) 
and also with the functors on the left.
P r o o f . See [7, Proposition 3.1]. □
LEMMA 4.26. Let R  be an idempotent commutative ring. Then 
c (R ) is commutative.
PROOF. Let /  : R  —»■ R / t  (R) in c (R ) and let r, s £ R. Then
(r f ) s  =  r f ( s )  =  f ( s ) r  = f ( s r )  -  f {r ) s  =  ( f r)s .
Using the fact tha t c (R ) is torsion-free, we deduce tha t r f  =  f r .
This proves tha t P / t  (P ) is a two-sided ideal of c (P ) th a t is inside its 
center. Let / ,  g £ c (P ) and s 6 P. Then
{fg)s = f { g s ) = f{g{s)) = g[s ) f  = (gs) f  =  g(s f )  =  (gf )s.
Using again the fact that c (P ) is torsion-free we deduce tha t g f  =  
f g  for all f , g  £ c (P ). □
PROPOSITION 4.27. Lei P  and R' be commutative and idempotent 
rings such that there exists a Morita context (P , R!, P, V7
and ip epimorphisms. Then
1. c (P ) and c' (P ') are isomorphic commutative rings with identity.
2. m  (P ) and m 'f P ')  are isomorphic commutative and idempotent 
rings.
3. d  (P ) and d '  (P ') are isomorphic commutative and idempotent 
rings.
The same holds for the functors on the other side.
PROOF. Because of the previous lemma, c  (P )  and c' (P ') are com­
m utative rings with identity. The rings m  (P) =  P / t  (P ) and m ' (R ‘) =
P ' / t '  (P ') are clearly  com m u tative  id em p oten t rings and d  (P ) =  P<Su
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R  and d ' (jR!) = R! <SU' R 1 are als° commutative and idempotent rings 
with the multiplication (r ® s)(a: & y) =  rsx ® y.
Because of Proposition 4.25 we obtain c (R) = d  (R ' ). The second 
isomorphism is proved in [7, Proposition 3.2], The third one comes 
from the previous one because
R ® a R  ^  R / t  (R)  <2U R / t  (R)  ~  R '/ t '  (R') ®A> R ' / t '  (R') ~  R' 0 *  R!
□
P r o p o s it io n  4 .2 8 .  Let R  and R' be Morita equivalent idempotent 
rings and let L r  denote the lattice { I  C R  : I  is an ideal o f R, R I R  = 
/}  and similarly for Then there is an isomorphism between £>r
and Juri which may be given by I  ^  <p{QI & P) and J  h* ip(PJ  ® Q ).
PROOF. See [7, Proposition 3.5] □
5. T he P icard Group o f an Id em p oten t R ing
In this section we are going to generalize the concept of the Picard 
group of a ring. This group could be defined as the group of equiv­
alences CM od-P —> CM od-P (or with any other of the categories on 
the right or on the left). The problem with this definition is tha t we 
cannot deduce directly tha t it is a group because this might not be a 
set. We are going to prove that this is a group from the results given 
in this chapter.
We would deduce that the equivalences CM od-P CM od-P con- 
titu te  a group if we prove that, up to natural isomorphisms, they lie 
inside a set. Every equivalence CM od-P —> CMod-R  is given by a 
M orita context (P , R , P, Q, 0 ) with and ip epimorphisms because 
of Theorem 4.24.
Let £ R  : A £ A} be a generator set of R. Using the fact that 
ip is an isomorphism we can find elements pA £ P  and q} £ Q such 
tha t ica =  vK SSu Qi '&Pi)- We define pf = 0 and qf = 0 for all i > n\.  
Using these notations we obtain
LEMMA 4 .2 9 .  The following morphismf is an epimorphism
77: P<AxN> —> P
^  E x,irh i
PROOF, Let p £ P. As P  =  P R , there exists an element (p\) £ 
p (A) such th a t p — Then
P =  Y ^ PxXx =  PM<li®Pi)
A e A  ( v ) g a x n
= 5 Z ® e
( A , i ) € A x N
□
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The set R(AxT*) is not dependent on the equivalence. Thus we have 
proved th a t for every equivalence F  : CMod-i? — CMod-/i!, there exists 
P  such th a t F  ~  H o m ^ P , —) and P is a quotient of p (AxN). As the 
quotient modules of f?(AxN) constitute a set, we have found an injection 
between the equivalences CMod-/? —> CMod-/? and a set. Therefore, 
the equivalences CMod-f? —t CMod-f? constitute a set.
Once we have proved tha t this is a set, it is clear tha t P ic(R) — 
{ F  : CMod-f? —> CMod-.R|f7' is an equivalence} is a group.
J5
CHAPTER 5 
S pecia l P ro p erties  for Specia l R in gs
1. C oclosed  R ings
DEFINITION 5 .1 .  Let R  be an idempotent ring and A  be a ring 
with identity such tha t R  is a two sided ideal of it. We shall say tha t R  
is coclosed if the canonical morphism R  0,4 R  —> R  is an isomorphism.
PROPOSITION 5 .2 .  This definition does not depend on the ring A .
PR O O F. This condition is equivalent to the condition R  E DMod-R, 
and we proved tha t the objects tha t are in this category are not de­
pendent on the ring A  (see Proposition 2.46). □
PROPOSITION 5 .3 .  Let R be an idempotent two sided ideal of a ring 
A with identity. Then
1. S  :=  R  0,4  R is a coclosed ring.
2. The definition of S  does not depend on the choice of A.
3. The following categories for  the ring R  are the same as for  S, 
namely
CMod-A ~  CM od-5 R-CMod ~  5-CM od
M od-R  ~  M od-5 A-Mod ~  5-M od
DMod-R ~  DM od-5 R-DMod -  5-DMod
P r o o f .  Using Proposition 2.46 we deduce tha t 5  =  d (A ), and 
therefore is independent of the ring A. If A  and A 1 are rings with iden­
tity  such tha t R  is a two sided ideal on each and for all r, s €  the 
multiplication in A  is the same as in A', then there exists an isomor­
phism <j  : R  0 ^  R R  0  a 1 R • This isomorphism is an A-isomorphism 
and A'-isomorphism, and what we have to prove is tha t it is a ring 
isomorphism. But this is true because the definition is cr(r 0 s )  =  r® 5  
and this definitions preserves the multiplication. The structure of 5  
comes with the sum defined as a module and the multiplication given 
by (r ® r ')(t  ® t') = rr f 0  tt*.
Consider the epimorphism p : S  R  with K  — K er(^), R  ~  S / K ,  
and let B  be the Dorroh’s extension of 5. The morphism fi is an 
A-homomorphisms but also a H-homomorphism. Therefore A" is a 
two-sided ideal of B  and R  is an ideal of A' B / K .  If r; 0  r\ E K  
and ]TV tj  ®t'j C 5  then
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( J 2  T i  ® r<)(£) t j  ® t ' j )  =  Y ,  nr\ ® Y 1  W i = °-
i  3 » 3
We know that S  ~  R  ®a ' R  and S  € DM od-5, and therefore
S  ~  R ®a' R <Sw R — R <SU' R <SU' R R — S  ®a> S  ~  S  ®b S.
The last isomorphism comes because K S  =  0 =  S K  and the 5 -  
module structure of S  is the same as the 5/fT -structure. This proves 
tha t S  is coclosed.
Because of the symmetry of the condition we only have to prove 
th a t the categories are the same on the right.
CM od-5 -  CMod-5
Let M  6 CMod-5 , then Hom^/(5 , M) =  M .  The A'-module 
M  has a 5-m odule structure by the epimorphism B  —> A \  then 
H o m # ^ , M ) = Horna ' ( S , M)  and
H orns(5, M)  — H o m e s ',  M)  = HomJ4/(5 ®a ' R> Af) 
=  1 Hom-4/(/2, Hom^^jR, M))  — M
This proves tha t M  € CMod-S1. On the other hand suppose M  € 
CMod-5. If we want to give M  an A'-module structure, we have to 
prove tha t M K  — 0. Let m  £ M  and k £ K.  We know that k S  = 0 
and therefore m k S  — 0. But M  is torsion-free with respect to 5 , and 
then m k  =  0. W ith this A'-module structure we have to prove th a t M  
is torsion-free and t-injective with respect to R.
For every m £ Af, m (r ® s) =  m rs, and then m R  =  0 if and only 
if m ( R  ®a> R) — 0- But this happens if and only if m =  0. Let
0 —y X  —y T  —y Z  —y 0
be a short exact sequence in Mod->F with Z R  =  0 and let /  : X  —> Af. 
This short exact sequence is also a short exact sequence in Mod- B  
with the 5-m odule structures that come from the epimorphism 5  —y 
A' . The /F-homomorphism /  is also a 5-homomorphism and because 
Z R  =  0 then Z S  — 0. Then we can find an 5-hom om orphism  g : 
M  -> Y  such that the following diagram commutes:
^ e e  [14, Lemma 19.11] for this identification.
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The 5-homomorpliism g is also an A'-homomorphism. We have 
proved th a t M  is t-injective and M  E CMod-5.
M od-# ~  Mod-5
Let M  E M o d - B a c a u s e  of the construction, the category Mod-/? 
is a full subcategory of Mod-A' and then M  is an A'-module. W ith 
the epimorphism 5  —> A' we can give 5-m odule structure to M  (see 
the comments before [?, Proposition 2 .11] for this possibility). The 
m ultiplication is defined as m (r  ® r') =  m rr' for all m  E M , i \ r '  E R .
As M R  — M , then M S  — M ( R  ®a‘ R) =  M R 2 = M R  — M , then 
M  is unitary with respect to S . Let m  E M  such tha t m S  — 0. 
Then 0 =  m (R  R) — m R 2 = m-R and m  =  0 . This proves that 
M  E M od-5.
On the other hand, suppose M  E Mod-5. We have to prove that 
M K  — 0. But this is true since M K  C t (M) =  0 because K R  — 0. 
Then M  has a 5-m odule structure. As M S  — M , then M R  — M R 2 = 
M ( R  ®a' R) = M S  =  M. If m R  = 0, then m S  =  0 and m  = 0.
DM od-5 — DMod-5
Let M  E DM od-5. The A'-module M  has a 5-m odule structure 
with the epimorphism 5  —^ A 1 and the multiplication =  m rr ' .
M  ®B S  = M  ®A> S  ~  M  ®A> R ® a< R -  M
On the other hand, suppose M  E DMod-5. We have to prove that 
M K  =  0. But this is clear because M K  =  (M S ) K  — M  ( S K)  = 0.
=o
The module M  satisfies M R  = M ( S / K )  — M S  = M  and it is u- 
codivisible with a proof dual to the one we have made for CM od-5.
□
This proves tha t the study of idempotent rings could be reduced to 
the study of coclosed rings because with respect to the categories we 
are studying, the rings R  and R R  are the same.
The coclosed rings have nice properties with respect to the functors 
d and c.
P r o p o s i t io n  5.4. Let R  be a coclosed ring. Then
1. c ~  H o itu (5 , —).
2. d  ~  — ®A R.
P r o o f .  As g : R  0 ^ R  R  is an isomorphism, c ~  HomJ4 ( 5  0 ^
5 , —) ~  Horn,4 (5 , —) and d  ~  — 0,4  R  ®a R  — — ®a R- HD
P r o p o s it io n  5 .5 .  Let R  and R' be coclosed rings and ( 5 ,  5 ' ,  5 , Q , y?, 
be a Morita context with ip and ip epimorphisms. Then p  and ip are 
isomorphisms.
PROOF. T h is is a consequence o f P roposition  4.10 □
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P r o p o s it io n  5 .6 .  Let R  and R ‘ be commutative coclosed and Morita 
equivalent rings. Then they are isomorphic.
DEFINITION 5.7. Let R  be a ring. We shall say tha t R  is a ring
of R  such tha t for every finite subset of elements in R , { t t ,  * * • , rn} 
there exists e £ E  such tha t r (- =  r,*e =  eri for i =  1, • • • , n.
P r o p o s it io n  5 .8 .  Let R  be a ring with a set of local units E. 
Then R is coclosed.
PROOF. Let A  be any ring with identity such that R  is a two-sided 
ideal of it. We have to prove that R 0 a  R — R- Let r £ R. We can find 
an element e £ E  C. R  such that re =  r, and then fj,(r 0  e) = re = r. 
This proves that fi : R  0 a  R R  is an epimorphism and therefore R  
is idempotent.
Suppose r t- 0  s; £ Ker(p). Then we can find an e £ E  such 
th a t eri =  r,- for alH  =  1, • ■ ■ , n, and then
P r o p o s it io n  5 .9 .  Let R  be a ring with a set of local units E, A  a 
ring with identity such that R is an ideal of it. Let M  £ Mod-A. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent.
1. M  £ Mod-jR.
2. M  £ DMod-R.
3. M R  =  M .
PROOF. It is clear tha t conditions (1) or (2) imply (3).
Suppose (3) holds and let m  £ t  (M ). For m  we can find elements 
mi and r t- with i ~  1, • • ■ , n such tha t m  =  m tr t * For the elements 
r t- we can find an e £ E  such tha t r t- =  r te for i =  1, ■ ■ ■ , n. Then
Suppose (3) holds and let ji : M  (gu R  —> M  be the canonical 
epimorphism with Y^i=i m *‘ ® ^ Ker(/x). Again we can find e £ E
such th a t i'i — r,-e for all i and then
PROOF. This is a consequence of Proposition 4.27. □
2. R ings W ith  Local U nits
with local units if there exists a set E  C R  of commuting idempotents
n n 71
71
t-1
□
n n
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n n n
y j mi ® ri — mii'i ® e = p( m t- <g) r,-) ® e =  0 ® e = 0. 
i=i i=i i=i
□
COROLLARY 5.10. The categories DM od-P and, M od-P are equal 
and the functors d  o and m o i D are the identity functors.
PROOF. Because of the previous proposition, a module M  € Mod-^4 
is in Mod-R  if and only if M  G DMod-P. The modules of DM od-P 
are torsion free and the modules of M od-P are coclosed, therefore the 
functors d o and m o i o  are the identity functors over the modules 
and over the morphisms, □
In the study of rings with local units and M orita equivalences, the 
traditional category that it is used is M od-P =  DMod-P, and therefore 
we are going to write the M orita theorem for this case.
THEOREM 5 .1 1 .  Let R and P ' be rings with local units. Let
F  : M od-R -+ Mod-R! G : M od-P' -» M od-P
be inverse category equivalences. Then, there exists a Morita context 
(R , R \  P, tp) with <p and ip isomorphisms such that F  and G are,
up to natural isomorphisms F  ~  — ®r Q cz u ' o Hom#(P, —) and G  ~  
— ®r> P — u  o Hom.R/((5, —). This context establishes also equivalences 
for the categories on the left.
P r o o f . This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.24 and 
Proposition 4.14. □
Probably the biggest difference between the idempotent or coclosed 
rings and the rings with local units, is the general existence of projective 
modules.
P r o p o s it io n  5.12. Let R be a ring with a set E  of local units. 
Let e E E. Then the module eR is finitely generated and projective.
PROOF. Suppose Mi <  eR  w ith  i 6  / ,  are subm odu les such th at 
J T  Mi — eR. T h e elem en t e =  e2 £ eR — Mi and therefore we can  
find a fin ite  subset /o C /  such th a t e =  Y l i e i  m i  m i €  M i.  T hen
Let rj : M  —y N  be an epimorphism and /  : eR  —> N .  Because the 
element / (e )  6 N  we can find m  £ M  such that 77(772.) =  /(e ) . If we 
define h : eR  —> M  by h(er) = m r , we obtain 77 o h = / .  □
PROPOSITION 5.13. Let R  be a ring with a set E of local units and 
P be a module in DM od-P. The module P is projective i f  and only if  
it is a direct summand of a module of the form ^(eR )^eK
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PROOF. Any module © e6£  is a direct sum of projectives,
therefore projective, and any direct summand is projective. On the 
other hand suppose P  is projective. As Y2e&E eP  — R  we can find an 
epimorphism 77 : © ee£ ;(e i? )^  P o^r some sets I e. This epimorphism 
is a split epimorphism because P  is projective and then P  is a direct 
sum m and of □
REMARK 5 .1 4 .  The module ® e&E&R is a projective generator of 
DMod-R.
W ith respect to the M orita theorems, the case of rings with local 
units introduces the concept of progenerator. To this end let us define 
the following relation in the set of local units.
D e f in it io n  5 .1 5 .  Let R  b e a ring with a set of local units E , and 
let e , f e E .  We define
e <  /  if and only if e f  =  e(=  f e ) 2
Let R  and R 1 be rings with local units E  and E' and (R , jRf, P,Q,ip, j)) 
be a M orita context with <p and ip epimorphisms (and then isomor­
phisms).
Let us define the following homomorphisms for e <  /  £ E  and 
e' <  / '  € E'
M /'e ' ■ e 'P —y f t p ee ' / '  : f t p e ' P
e'p H-f f ' e ' p =  e'p f ' p e ' f p
M /e : P e - > P f e eJ • P f —¥ P e
pe p e f  =- pe P f P f e
eQ —> I Q €e /  : I Q -)■ eQ
eq f e q  = : eq f q i—y e f q
M /'e ' 1 Q e f -) • Q f ' f ’€ e ' f  ' Q f ' —y Q e f
qef q e ' f  :=  q e ‘ q f ' q f ' e '
P r o p o s it io n  5.16. With the previous notations
1. For all e' £ E f, p e>et =  ee/e/ =  ide'p
2. For all e' <  / '  <  g'
j-Lgt Jl O   fj,glel
£ e ' / '  O C f l g l  —  Ce tgl
3. For all er <  f r, ee'/ ' 0 M/'e' ~  ide'p
4. For all gl >  e', f ' }
P'g1 e1  ^ e^1g1  ^pg*11  ^  ^I* g* — Tg1 f 1  ^ J^1!}1  ^Pg>e> ® 9f
5. The modules e'P are finitely generated and projective.
6. lim e'P is a generator o /M od-R . 
e'eE'
2E  is a set of commuting idempotents
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PROOF. Almost all this properties can be checked directly. We 
shall prove only the last two ones.
□
This fact make us give the following definition
DEFINITION 5 .1 7 .  Let R  b e a ring w ith  a set o f loca l u n its E ,  Let 
E ' b e  a  p artia lly  ordered set, { P e/ : e’ £  E '} b e a fam ily  o f  right # -  
m od u les in  M o d -#  such th at for all e', / '  £  E ' there ex ists  g' >  e', / '  
in  E 1. Let : P e> —> P / r ) ei<ft and (ee> j> : P jt  —> P e' ) e'< / '  b e fam ilies  
o f # -h o m o m o rp h ism s such that
1. For all e' £ fiere> = eeie> = id p ,
2. For all e' <  / '  <  g'
Ps'P ° M/'e' =  Pg'e'
6elfl O t j lgl  =  €etg'
3. For all e' < / ' ,  ee'/ ' 0 M/'e' =  idpe,
4. For all gf > e ', / ' ,
Pg<e' 0 £eV 0 /V /' 0 eJ'g' == Pg'S' 0 €f'gr ° /Ve' ° ee'g‘
5. The modules Pe> are finitely generated and projective.
6. lim Pei is a generator of M od-#.
e'llEf
We shall call
({#>/ : e' £ : Pe> —f P / / ) e><p, (ee' / '  : P f  P e ')e '< / ')
a progenerator in M od-#.
PROPOSITION 5 .1 8 .  With the previous notations
1. ( { e 'P  : ef £ : e'P -> / ' P ) e'< / ',  f a f  : f ' P  e'P)e><r) is
a progenerator in M od-#
2. ({eQ : e £ # } , (p'^e : eQ -> f Q ) e<j , (e'y : /Q  —>- eQ) e< /) is a pro- 
generator in M od-#'
3. ({Pe : e £ # } , (/i/e : Pe P e )e<; , (ee/ : P /  P e )e</) is a pro­
generator in R '~Mod
4. ({Qe' : e' £ # '} , (/ty/e/ : Qe' —> Q f f)e'<pi (ee'/' • Q e0e'</') 
is a progenerator in #-M od
If #  is a ring with a set of local units E  and 
({ P e' : e' £  E '} , ( f ip ei : Pe> Pj ^ s ' KS1- , ^ 1/ 1 ’ P f  “ >■ P e ')e '< / ')
is a progenerator for a certain set E it is possible to build a ring R! 
with a set of local units bijective with E 1 such that #  and R' are M orita 
equivalent. All these results be seen in [1], together with some of the 
previous ones with a direct proof tha t does not use the idem potent 
rings.
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3. R ings W ith  Enough Id em p oten ts
DEFINITION 5.19. Let R  be a ring. We shall say tha t R  has enough 
idempotents if there exists a set of orthogonal idempotents {e^ : A G A} 
in R  (that will be called a complete set of idempotents for R) such that
R  ~  © A € A  =  © a g a  e * R '
PROPOSITION 5 .2 0 .  Let R  be a ring with a complete set of idem­
potents {eA : A G A}. Then R  is a ring with a set of local units 
i ei  =  S a g /  e*11 ^  A ’ I  finite}.
P r o o f .  Let / ,  J  c  A finite.
exe^ = exex ~ ejei  
a g /  tx £ j  A e / n J
Let r i ,  ■ • • , r t be a finite family of elements in R  — © aga e*R - We 
can find there a finite set /  C A and elements {s^lA: =  1, • • • , t p € 1} 
such tha t rk — then
e/rjfe =  ^ 2  e*evskn ~
A , i i£ l  y .£ l
for al k = 1, • • • , t. □
D e f in i t io n  5.21. Let B  be a ring with identity, {U\ : A G A} a 
family of finitely generated right B-modules, U — © a g a ^ -
R  = {r : Ub -> Us\r(U\) — 0 for almost all A € A}
and let {eA : A G A} be the set of idempotents in R  th a t satisfy e\(U) =  
U\. The ring R  is called the functor ring of the finitely generated B- 
modules {U\ : A G A}.
P r o p o s i t io n  5.22. The functor ring o f{U \  : A G A}, R, is a ring 
with enough idempotents.
PROOF. Consider the following elements in R:
e n '• © A G A  © A G A
( w a ) a g a  ^  ( w a ) a g a
with u’x =  if A =  p  and u‘x =  0 if A /  p.
If r G R, let /  =  {A G A : r(U\) 0}. Because of the definition
we have given, I  is finite and clearly r  =  J^agi rex' ^  are
finitely generated, then r(Utl) C Y l x e finite f°r all P- If 
we define J  =  then r  ~  S a g  j €xr anc  ^ ^ i s  sum *s finite. We
have proved tha t R  = J^agA e\ R  — S a g  a ^ eA- This sum is direct 
because the elements {e^A G A} are orthogonal. □
E — f'k
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There exists some special examples of this kind of rings, is the
following. Suppose A is an arbitrary index set, and U\ — B  for all
A € A with B  a ring with identity. The functor ring of the modules 
(U \) \£ \  as right B-modules is denoted by FM a(P) and consist in the 
ring of A x A-matrices with a finite number of entries.
In the case of rings with enough idempotents it is possible to rebuild 
the ring as a functor ring, it is as follows
PROPOSITION 5 .2 3 .  Let R  and R ' be rings with complete sets of 
idempotents {eA : A G A} and {e^, : \ f G A'}, and let (P , R ', P, Q , ty?, ip) 
be a Morita context with tp and ip epimorphisms. Then
1. R' is the functor ring of {e'x,P  : A' G A'}
2. R is the functor ring of {P e \  : A G A}
3. R  is the functor ring of {e\Q  : A G A}
4. R' is the functor ring of {Qe'x, : A' G A'}
PROOF. We are going to prove only one of them  because all the 
others are proved by symmetry. First of all, we have to notice tha t
P = R ’P = J 2  e’y p  =  ©  e'yp
A'GA' A'GA'
As and ip are isomorphisms, we can find elements pj\> G P  and 
qjA> G Q such that ex, = ^(PjX' ® <7iA')-
The functor ring of the family {ex/P ; A; G A'} consist in the 
cr; Pr  —> Pr  such that o,(ex,P) — 0 for almost all A' G A'. If r* G 
R \  the left multiplication by rl has this property because r!efx, = 0 
for almost all A' G A'. Conversely, let a  be in the functor ring of 
{e^,P : A' G A'}, we are going to prove that cr is the left multiplication 
by s :=  X)a'£A' 'PjX ® <7j\v) (notice that this sum is finite
because a(ex,pjx) =  0 for almost all A'). For that let p G P ,
nx, nx,
=  ^ H ^ A ' / b A '  ®  Qj X' ) p  =  S  ® P )  =
A'eA' j = 1 A'eA' 3=1
nx,
=  ' ^ 2 a ( e,x ' P j y (P ( cl j y  ®  P))  =
X'e\’ j - i
n\>
= Y 2  ® 9jA')) =  Y 2  °‘(eA'eA<p) =  Y 2  Cr(eA'P) =  ^(p)
A'eA' j = l  A'GA' A'eA'
□
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4. R in g s  W ith  Id e n ti ty
Every ring with identity R  is a ring with a complete set of idem­
potents {1/t}, the functors c o Jm and m o i c  are the identity functors, 
therefore, the three categories are equal. This property caracterize the 
rings with identity because c (R ) is always a ring with identity.
The definition of a progenerator in this case, is a module tha t is 
finitely generated, projective and generator. This definition generalize 
the one for rings with local units if we consider (R , {lj?}) as a ring with 
local units.
If R  and R' are rings with identity, and (P , R \  P, Q, <p, ip) is a M orita 
context with ip and ip epimorphisms, then all the following maps, are 
isomorphisms:
[* ,- ]  :P -+ K o m R.(Q,R!)
p *-► - ]
[—, *] :Q HornRt(P, R')
q ^  l->q]
(* ,—) '.Q H o itir(P ,R)
q (?,-) 
( - ,  *) :P Hom/?(<3, R)
P ^  ( ~ iP )
P - ^ E n d R,(Q) 
7’ 4  rq)
R f -> End*(P) 
( p 4  sp)
R ->  Endw (P )
r i—y (p i—y pi') 
R! -4- End/?(Q) 
s i—^ [q i—y qs)
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